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Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, January

No. 10
Commits Suicide on It. R. Track

FURLIC SCHOOL NOTES
On February 5, 1916, a spelling
match will be held at the school
house, children of the Gth, 7th

8th grades participating.
There will also be exhibitions of
all work from all grades. It will
be worth your time to come.
promotions took
The mid-yeplace last Friday afternoon, those
receiving the promotions were:
From 5th to Cth Grade
and

ar

Orran Farley, Watt Truner,
John Lee Brown, Marvin Fuller,

George Bailey, Mary McGrath,
Lottie Tyra, Elizabeth Beam.
From 3rd to 4th Grade
Clara Crowder, Helen Chase,
Lila Aker, Mamie Hamlin, La
Verne Johnson, Florence Beam,
Claude Olney, Bennie Johnson,
Clarence Turner, Cecil Thomas,
James Tyra, Harvey Tyson,
Albert Comacho.
From 2nd to 3rd Grade
Frank Brown, Mannela M
Willard Clacy, Clifton Edwards,
Mary Caballero, J. D. Edwards.
Athetotics
Duncan had intended to come
Game
Lordsburg for a basket-bal- l
Saturday, but on account of illness in the team, the plans fell

through.

inday morning a
".ant bound freight train was
whistling for Lordsburg a mile and
a half west of town when a man
waj seen to rise from the embankment along the north side of
tht! track and kneel, laying his
heid on the railroad track. He
was struck by the cattle guard and
The
a :kull fracture sustained.
section crew brought the man to
Lordsburg where he died Sunday
e.f icrnoon.
Ii. the man's clothes
the name "L. Stacy" was imprinted, the clothing being purchased
in Aberdeen, Wash. A used excur
sion ticket from El Paso to Los An
geles was also found in a pocket.
No other clews to his identity could
be found. Telegrams were sent to
Washington and El Paso in an effort to locate relatives but with no
results.
The man was about sixty yearr
old, was six feet three inches tall
and would weigh about 190
pounds. He was dressed in a browr.
luit and was without money. He
was seen in the Espee yards Saturday night where he encamped
near
and is said to
have told a fellow traveler that his
home was in El Paso.
After an investigation the coroner's jury returned a verdict of
death by being struck by freight
3ngine No. 2717 in some unaccount
able manner believed to be a sui
cide attempt.
S

team is in the
The basket-bal- l
best form of the season, but
there is a difficulty in in getting
games. Distances are so great
and fares too large. The town
should have a team to play the
school team occasionally. We
would be glad to extend the use
of the court, after school hours.

double-head-i-
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BIG BILL AT STAR

ROAD

J JlJLLyiOILViXii
MINES AND MINING

CORRESPONDENCE

WORK BEGINS
Will Leave Monday to
ltoost liood Koads

Nearly sixty men arc at work on
the new Borderland and Sunset

has
Jeñnitely refused to allow the
bonds voted by this district for
ouilding a new school house, to be
issued and Rodeo must now con- ent itself with a snillcr buildinr
than the people wanted.
Last
pring, by a vote of 37 to 1, 'the dis
trict voted to issue bonds for $7000
to build a school house thrt would
oe a credit to the town and one that
would furnifih room for a hivh
school department which
is al
ready needed and which bids to
soon become a necessity. After
nore than the usual number of de- ays incident to such proceedings,
ne matter reached the tax commis
sion with the above mentioned re
sult.
Willard Doney has sold the Rail
road hotel to O. V. Smith who has
moved the buildings to a lot ad
joining the Borderland hotel where
the two will be combined into one
establishment. Mr. Doney has
eased the C. E. New feed stables
and will conduct that business for
he future.
A. O. Garland has rebuilt his
tore building. The new house will
be twice the size of the old one.
J. D. oordan has built a ware- nouse on the lot adjoining the store
room occupied bv the linden C.n.
operative Company which will be
used by that company. This addition to their floor snare will en.
able them to largely increase the
already large stock of goods car
nea Dy tins enterprising comnanv.
J. Q. Richardson of west Texas
is visiting with his brother. O. C.
Richardson.
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A Few Cases of

and W. Canned Fruits at

25 Cents
Regular price 35c, but will close out at 25c.
while they last

and W.

Tomatoes

at
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A Cleanup!

Fresh Vegetables
received daily. Lettuce, Carrots,
Beets, Radishes, Spinach, Peppers,
Greens, and everything you want
HagrlB

Drui Merca

If You See It In Our Ad It Is

d

Simon-Bowie-Wilc-

A few 2 pound cans of regular 15c. grade
now being sacrificed at 10c. per can

The

The Western Liberal:

We would like to live in a blooming city and we would like to pay
low taxes, but if we can't get buth,
let us have the best! Some of our
good citiens are opposed to incor
poration on account of high i'ixes
and that is a good point to fight

lational highways going west from
Hunipglon & Spence are get
Lordsburg and' all the road work
The hardest scratch taut
ting into fine ore on the Nevada over.
poor people have to make is to
ing equipment of Grant county is
ease from the 85 Miring Company.
up money to pay taxes and
oeing used to expedite the conSome of the ore will run 9 per cent scratch
we are ready to fight most any
opper. kogular shipments are be thing
duction. A large number of coun-,that will keep taxes down,
ing made from this lease.
prisoners arrived here Saturday
but a man who would vote against
Andrew Bain and associates art incorporation for the sake of low
ind camp has been estabished on
mining an excellent grade of ore taxes reminds me of a story on a
ihe road. County Engineer F. L.
from their "99" lease and have man back East. He was a farmer
lex, E. L. Pack and H. L. Walton
leaned up a tidy sum from their and raked ribbon cane molasses.
leasing.
will have charge of the camp toIn the fall he filled a barrel with
Dr. Jul ius Wagner returned from his bet and set it back. This bargether with several guards.
El Paso Monday night after be- rel had two openings. One was a
Work Road to Steins
ing confined to the Hotel Dieu on bung hole so large you could poke
old
Instead of following the
iccount of injuries received in a your fist in. The other was a little
route through the Animas
taw accident at the 85 mine some split so small it took a sharpened
alley the road now being worked
;ime ago. Mr. Wagner's hand is in stick to fill in. By accident this
oes west from this city into Steins
good condition save for a missing barrel got knocked over and both
ind then follows the mountain
thumb and he expects to be back stoppers flew out. The syrup came
.anges to Rodeo via Granite Gap
gushing through the bung hole in
it vork within a short time.
Doug-as
to
ind on into Rodeo, thence
torrents
and a little stream went
Herb
J.
Robinson
and
Russell
a
f
and Bisbee, with a
shooting from the split. He looked
Bartlett
of
Santa
Rita,
were
in
the
hort distance east of Steins. This
city several days this week visitinz around and saw the condition and
.oad will doubtless become the
at the Bonney
mine, . both being per- - hastened for a little stick. v He
,
nost traveled of any routes to the
TT
it and finally got the litoí
nenas
i
ii'iuu
n.
a. m.rnorne, man- sharpened
Pacific coast as it not only leads
tle split stopped up. He was satisager
of
Bonney
the
Mining
Roto
route
Borderland
ver the
fied for a moment, but when he saw
deo and Douglas but by following
his syrup had all run out
that
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Sun-jA.
Charles
War
directly west it leads over the
through the bung hole he was
ner
of
San
Cal.,
Gabriel.
in
arrived
route through San Simon, Bow-- e
on account of his nistake.
the city Monday and will make a grieved
and Wilcox on into Tucson.
A man who would vote against
short visit at the 85 mine. Mr. incorporation
Following the completion of this
for the sake of low
Warner being secretary and treaswork the road builders will recontaxes is ust like that man. He
urer
of
the
Mining
85
Company.
Highstruct the Southern National
is saving at the spile and wasting
way from Lordsburg to the Arizona
at the bung hole.
Will Examine Lee's
line on the Duncan road.
Not many years aero I boutrht .i
Try to Cut off Borderland
hotel in Arkansas, paid $4000
Peak
Property
An effort is being made by
!U (Jl....' B
Lawrence Boyd, president of whií'H vjaa P(n a A av&A an klililí
Douglas and Bisbee to cut off the
at that time. The town was a rail- M,
!.:.,
r
ikn
liorderland route near Separ and
IIACJIITA
PVy road division about like Lordsburg
tr
follow the road to Hachita, thence
accomPP'ed by nd it vas not incorporated. At
8feak'
rl
A skirmish between IT R cnl
ilong the E. P. & S. W. tracks into
iiivmas warven, a wen Known the expiration of two years the
Rodeo eliminating Lordsburg from ciiers and Mexican bandits whn
engineer of Lynchburg, izens
h
a progressive spirit
county
entered
Grant
at the
the route. Sign posts have been
Va., arrived in the city Monday land declared that the town must
mines near Doyle's wells, night and will spend
erected at Rodeo and the junction
several he incorporated. Opposition cried
loint below Separ and motorists was reported on Tutsdav. No weeks at Lee's Peak where Mr. nut no but il was incorporated.
route,
one
go
was
to
this
killed.
cnangc was too great to do
ire being advised
Warvcn will nu.ke a thorough!
On Monday night a meeting
scribe on ppper. Two years later
examination
of
the
mines
for
t sold my hotel for $12000. Don't
the Lordsburg business men was
Communications Severed
eastern capitalists.
held in the office of C. W. Marsalis
you see. When the high tide rises
Lee's Peak mine of the Monte everything rises. There is
at which t,ime road matters were All communication between be
not one
discussed and a resolution passed tween Lordsburg and Clifton has Rico Company is one of the most in th:it rity today who would vote
to organize a motor party to con been cut oft on account of the pronvsmg in the local district,
incorporation. If our prop-cit- y
suit with the commercial clubs of storms, and no reports as to the having one big advantage of beis enhanced in value three fold
Deming and El Paso in an effort to Hood conditions on the Gila and ing a tunneling proposition. The we nan we'll aiTord to pay the taxes.
retard the action of the southern Frisco rivers could be obtained mineralization of the property is
Trusting that our people may
Arizona towns to turn off the traf up to lhursday night.
understand
in the nroner
exception;:l'y
encouraging
and
Trains
fic before reaching Lordsburg.
all delayed. Several Santa with a little more development what is to their best nterests, I am
An invitation has been extended
bincerelv,
Duncan, Clifton, Safford, Solo I'e coastbound trains passed the properly could be put upon a
J. E. WOOTTON
paying
shipping
basis.
L,orasDurg
Thursday.
monville, Globe, San Simon, Bow
Mr.
into
Warven's
entrance
the Twelve inches of snow fell nr.
ie and Wilcox to join the auto party
field is indicative to a correct
which will leave Lordsburg MonVALLEY VIEW
ihe 85
day morning, January 24, visiting
of the mine to east- night. mine camp Wednesday
Services were held at th
Deming and El Paso. It is a cer school house
ern
interests.
last Sunday.
There are no "01 sen ations"
tainty that all of these towns will
Smith
n this week's Liberal.
Jack
and
wife
have
iccept the invitation and that quite
"Ob."
ELECTION AT MINE
lias the grippe.
a motor cade will leave this city in moved to Richmond precinct.
Saturday,
29, the
On
January
d
au
the interests of the
T. J. McCant is doing the as election of constable and justice of
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
tomobile traffic.
sessment work at the Volcano ;r.e peace for 8j precinct No. 30 J. B. Crowe died at 12.30 ThurIt is to the interest of the South mine.
sday aftei i oon.
vill take place. Judges will be
ern National Highway and the
upon p.t the polls. Two canOl'a
and
Vina
Bright
Harry Wright of Clifton has
and
Mrs.
Sunset Highway towns as well as
didates mentioned are Mr. Deavers bought a half
in the
Lordsburg to see that autoists are McCant have entered the valley for
constable and J. W. Jackson for Centra! Bur frominterest
L. J. Morris.
given a lair show to choose their school.
iuuticc of t':e peace.
Air. Wright is ue.l
routes and more especially to set
ANIMAS ITEMS
ruwn here
that the towns east of this city
uul is v
med :n'o kcal busSTEINS MINES
Doyle and Boy Wood, the X T
make no efforts to turn traffic that cowboys,
Charles R. Smith has gone to iness circles.
were visitors at Animas
may come this way.
Philadelphia owing to the serious
Wednesday afternoon Thomas
on
Tuesday
With the new road construction
Imess cf his mother.
Jr., put some coal oil in
which will make one of the finest
Alfred B. ward, the U. S.
Shipments of ore are being made Lister
highways in the southwest, it is Commissioner in this valley, is rrom ihis district by Moffett and the stove in the E. D. Mercantile
He thereto
certain that the automobilists will on the sick list.
Creswell. John Haydon is prepar- - Company's stote.
travel the Lordsburg-Stein- s
road
rg
to ship a carload of ore from .'ffixed a n atch. Did it light?
Bill Burchman from the upper
Mr. Lister sustained
whether going the Borderland or
uie Kaiser group and Kinsley and It did.
way va'ley was a visitor atv Animas Co. will soon join the Steins ore numerous burns but 3 able to be
the San
On inday night (tonight)
for a few days on business.
shippers.
out.
meeting will be held in the office
Judge
O.
G.
King
has
been
of Judge Marsalis to complete the
arrangements for the trip on Mon staying at home for the last week.
day. All citizens are urged to be He is giving his Iord a rest.
.present.
J. C. Wright and wife and
daughter and Robert Wright
Notice Of Dissolution.
motored to Lordsburgon business.
Notice is hereby given that the
Chas. Yarbrough and family
firm of Johnson & McCauley is stopped at Animas, on the 15th
dissolved by mutual consent. enroute to Graham's Ranch, in
J. W. Johnson will take over the their new Ford.
business and pay all debts of
Elmer Gordon and wife, and
said firm and collect all accounts
W. Adams and wife and son
J.
due said firm.
Lordsburg, New Mexico, January motored to Hachita the 10th, via
Animas station and returned
16, 1916.
Wednesday.
F. O. McCauley,
All the well known makes
J. W. Johnson
G. W. Maloney, George Uo- of
soap are found in this groshaw, Henry Conner, J. W.
STEINS
Adams, Elmer 'Turner and Scott
cery store.
The Thimble Club was delight- Rose were business visitors at
fully éntertained at the home of Animas on the 18th.
You can buy in quantity
Mrs. Frank Creswell Saturday
On January 8th thé Stork
January 15, 1916.
and save money, not only in
dropped in on Mr. and Mrs. H.
The people of Steins met at E. Dupuy, and left a 10 pound
soap, but in many other
the school house last Sunday boy. Mother doing well; but the
things.
not
know if
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock and or- nurse says she does
ganized a Sunday School. Mrs. the father will recover.
Ve will be pleased to
Sam Olney was elected super
On Thurdsay, January 13, there
intendent and Frank Creswell were eighteen automcb les passe'
you.
serve
assistant superintendent.
Animas Station from Bisbee and
:
Nine officers were elected for the Douglass viewing the road a? the
!
Borderland Route to
coming three months. Mrs. Dan
Olney was elected president, Miss Hachita, Deming and El Paso.
and We hope the route will pass thit
Lena Smith,
Mrs. Quinn, secretary and Treas- way. as it will be a great boost
THE ROBERTS & LEAKY
urer. It was voted to use the for this section, as it needs someproceeds of the club for church thing in that nature to draw
MERCANTILE CO INC,
attention to it.
and religious purposes.
de-ide-

S.

To the Editor

shaft at the Bonney

IV

REDROCK
TONIGHT
As a result of the recent warm
Clara Kimball Young in "Hearts
rain the Gila is out of its banks
in Exile" will be featured at the
and then some.
But. will this rise in the river Star theater tonight (Friday). This
prevent Rich Graves from bringing is a Shubert feature in five acts
that cook (7) up from Duncan the depicting the life of a Russian pa
triot's daughter. This is one of
23rd?
The young son of Mr. and Mrs Miss Young's most powerful inter
II. A. Gordon and Miss Clossen, an pretations on the screen.
Manager Briel of the Star this
aunt of Mr. Van Meter's have been
quite seriously ill with la grippe veek installed his fine new electric
niano which is proving quite an
the past week.
Mrs. R. H. Woods and niece, Miss ittraction and on Monday night he
Hazel Titus were in El Paso last inaugurated the Universal Film
week where arrangements were service replacing the Mutual pro
made for Miss Titus to enter a rram.
Mr. Briel's theater at the 85 mine
training school for nurses in that
vill open this week.
city.

S.

Here About Incorporating

Sholly are equipping the
mine
with a gasoline hoist and compressor and are expediting work on
their lease both in taking out shipping ore and developing the mine.
Mr. Wells shipped a rar of Eon- ncy ore from the Sa libra n lease
which netted $1121.70.
Wells

RODEO
The state tax commission

Delegation

IS TEB TRAB
fSNCl.E COP1K?. TEN CUNTS

MTfiJCJMFTTON.

21, 1916

Co.
So

Í

future

vice-preside- nt

We Close At 6 O'clock P. M.

"WESTERN

LIBERAL.
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NEW MEXICO

V. Bush, Editor and Owner.
Published Every Friday.

Tbe reason a dug bowls la becauaa
It la out oi tune.
Tbe man ot tbe hour seems to be
the man wllb tbe bourglsBS.
Peace rumora are again In the air.
liut tbere la a whole lot ol air.
An unfailing safety Brat tn diplo"When In doubt, deny!"

HEWS TO DATE

FOREIGN

Ill PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

macy:

A hypocrite haa to bo mighty careful. Ouiorwlse be will be caught at 1L

To

err

la human. To ah I ft tbe
on aotnebody else ditto.

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

Wtm Newpnr

w Brr1o.
TTnlnn
ABOUT THE WAR
where a censor a
Cettlnje, capital of Montenegro, capytured by Austrtans.
French submarine Rinks Austrian
Even war baa Its (unny aide. The
scout
cruiser In Adriatic sea.
Turk la accusing the British ot atrociItalian steamer sunk by mine and
ties.
200 Montenegrin recruits drowned.
After you hare told a man your
Russian torpedo boats destroy subtroubles you may teel hurt If he wants marine of central powers in Black
to tell you his.
fie a.
French troops have taken posBes-iloNot everybody who talks like a darn
of Corfu, a Greek Uland possesfool Is one. But be throws himself
sion.
open to suspicion.
Leylund liner Huroninn torpedoed
When one baBn't a silver dollar tn by submarine near spot where Lusl-tanl- a
sank.
his pocket a
r
looka aa big aa
the bottom of a tlncup.
Two Italian steamers were sunk by
mines. The loss of life was great, acAnyhow, no objections are being cording to reports.
heard these days to tbe smoke and
Austria and Montenegro agree to
whistles of tbe factories.
armistice and absorption of latter by
Is now conceded.
There are too many words In the former
The British steamer Clan MacFar-lnnEngllbh language, but the moving picof 4,823 tons has been sunk in
tures are helping to ease the strain.
the Mediterranean.
Spontaneous combustion,
By an overwhelming majority the
which
used to account for so many Bres, has conscription bill was approved when
given way to the more serious plot the British commons refused to pass
theory.
a bill killing the conscript measure.
Attack of central powers on
A generous Inclination to point out
Gerdevelops on large scale.
one another's weak spota la still In mans, Austrians, Bulgars and Turks
evidence amonB the nation's great to take part In advance.
political partiea.
Germany notifies Great Britain reWhenever a savant gets up and saya prisal measures will be adopted f ir
poverty ta a disease, tbe average low alleged shooting of crew of Germa'i
brow la tempted to ask how any dis- submarine which was sunk by the
patrol boat Baralong.
ease can be a blessing.
Gen. Benjamin Argumedo, in comWe love a good loser aa well as any- mand of 5,000 Oaxaca troops, is rebody else does, but wi have no money ported to have been victorious in a
to lend to tbe brand of liar who saya battle at Escalón with 3,500 de facto
be dearly loves to lose.
government troops from Chihuahua.

Affalra

that pass
Ictory (alia to satisf-

bate reached

n

half-dolla-

d

Sal-onl-

man who sticks WESTERN
Typh'JB fever has become epidemic
may be, for all we
In Juarez.
know, tbe grandfather of the
girl who wears knee warm-era- .
The safe of the Bank of Clayton,
Ala., was cracked and $25,000 stolen.
More than fifty Americans have
.Lack of European dyestuffs does been killed In Mexico since the Unitprevent
not
a number of American ed States troops occupied Vera Cru
statesmen from "seeing red" when in April, 1914.
they bear one another's names disThe funeral oí the Right Rev. Richcussed.
ard Scannell, bishop of the Catholic
Is there not something nerve rack- diocese of Omaha, was held at St.
ing about the generosity of the powder John's collegiate church in Omaha.
At Santa Fé, N. M., Miss Margaret.
company that offers a bonus to every
employee who has been in Its service Waddell, of Los Angeles, was given a
Judgment for $1 0,700 for breach of
year?
promise against A. R. Manby of Taos,
comm.
Butter
extravagant N. M.
prices In Europe. Tula Is to be exHarold J. CunwnlngB, 48, conducto.-- ,
pected under conditions which make and Fred C. Selby, 29, brakeman, bota
cannon objects of greater solicitude of Laramie, were Instantly killed at
than cows.
Fort Steele, Wyo., when they were
struck by Union Pacific Los Angelas
San Francisco leads all American Limited, No. 19, westbound.
cities In the number of suicides,
WASHINGTON
which indicates that it takes someRepresentative Ilayden of Arizona
thing more than climate to make peospoke against the pending mineral
ple happy.
lands bill.

The

to bis wristlets

Universal military training might
Practically the entire United States
take some of ua away from golf and Friday night was In the grip of tho
pinochle occasionally, but even ibis winter's most severe cold wave.
sacrifice one might make cheerfully
Senator Clarke Introduced a resofor one s country
lution to withdraw the sovereignty
So many new medical discoveries of the United States from the Philippines and recognize an independent
have resulted from the war that it government.
would appear expedient to carry it on
Secretary McAdoo, in response to
while longer at any cost.
Senator Gore's request, estimated
San Francisco boasts an angora that $130,000,000 in revenue could be
worth $745 before being clipped and gained from taxes on tea, sugar and
$300 afterward: at that, be baa noth- automobiles.
ing on the average pianist.
Senator Fall Introduced a resolution to exempt from Panama canal
Announcement that blue Jeans are tolls American coastwise ships and
bout to disappear will be a severe
vessels trading beblow to the
son of toil tween the Americans.
that still wears 'em on the stage.
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo
sent a communication to Conhas
says
bugs have souls, but gress,
A scientist
requesting urgency appropriato needn't think he can make the
average person more considerate of tions for construction work on Colobedbugs by any such claims at that rado public buildings as follows:
$40,000;
Fort Morgan, $500;
La Junta. $20,000.
For Wyoming he
A Chicago man claims to be the
owner of a kitten worth $50.000. recommended Cody, $500, and Basin,
$5U0.
There are people who would be willSecretary Lansing telegraphed Gen.
ing to convey a whole back yard full
Carranza calling for the prompt punof cats for less than that.
ishment of tbe bandits who executed
At the present rate of reduction In sixteen Americans near Chihuahua on
price. It will soon be possible for a the 10th. Through Elíseo Arredondo,
Mexican ambassman to buy an automobile lor a few the
hundred dollars that no one would ador. It was arranged to bring the
bodies from Chihuahua to Juarez on
venture to call a "tin can."
a special train.
California ñas a man who was
Senator Sherman introduced a resoliterally forced In eat his words He lution expressing the sense of Conchewed up a worthless check be bad gress that the United States, with the
drawn to avoid conviction
of
nations,
demand of Gen. Carranza protection
It la said that American
women for Americans and other foreigners
pend $lil.lMio.noii a year on poodles. In Mexico, and proposing
Joint intertlll. you ran l blame the men who vention if such demand is not
ell them Jeweled dog rollara.
promptly complied with.
Enormous increase of the United
English sparrows used to sell at 60 States
artillery strength, costing
cents a pair In this country and tbe
JzOO.OOO.OOO and $300,000,000,
Is
bought
fact that people
them shows
to what heights of alluence tbe coun- recommended in a new, confidential
report to Secretary Garrison by a war
try bad attained In I87&
college
.

horny-hande-

newly-appointe-

n

board.

LAUDS III HEW MEXICO

The Prussian Parliament met on
Jan. 13.
The 1916 session of Parliament
opened In Taris.
The Duke of Connaught, governor
general of Canada, is suffering from

.

NEW MEXICO

LAND
GOVERNMENT
LAST YEAR 3,266,995

STATE NEWS

grip.

Seventy persons were killed and
fifty seriously Injured by the explosion of an ammunition depot in Lille.
Documents taken from Capt. Vo.i
Papen, recalled German attache, show
he made payments to alleged plottern

Jan.
Convention of Allanr.a HIs- Weatern Nrwipapor fnlnn New! 8 rvlre.
at Alhuqunrqiie.
March. Mo'tliijc Panhandle and Hnuth- Santa Fe, N. M. In the last fiscal
Ktockmén' Aanoclutlona at
wlern
Albuqnnrque.
year 14,639 government land entries,
In America.
covering 3,20G,995.81 acres of land,
Bert Kramer, son of an American
Eastern New Mexico is filling up were
made in New Mexico. Of th;s
ranchman, was executed by a VlllisU with new settlers.
number, 6,113 were homestead entriew,
firing squad at Guerrero, confirmed
New Mexico last year produced
and covered a total of 1,358,053.83
Chihuahua City advices.
pounds of wool.
acres.
The British have seized 185 bags of
A company with $25,000 haa been
These figures are shown by the deparcel post bound from New York to
tailed report of the commissioner of
Norway, almost at the moment the formed at DeminN to raise hogs.
Over 105,000 pounds of butter were the General Land Office. Outside of
American ambassador to London anthe homestead entries, the majorities
ent
out from Tucumcari last year.
In
protest
he
filed
nounced that
a
had
London.
A contract han been let for the in- of the entries made represent state
The Swiss malls have transmitted stallation of a water system at Dex- land selections.
The entries by the United Statos
to prisoners of war during the period ter.
follows: Clayland
13,000,-00from Aug. 19 to Dec. 15, 1915,
Ira Thomas, catcher of the Red Cox, ton, districts were as464,374.71
acres;
2,850,
covering
parcels, 70,000,000 letters and has bought a block of Curry county
Fort Sumner, 1,237, and 443.887.4S
cards and 2,000,000 money orders fot land.
4
acres; Las Cruces, 2,140, and
a total of 30,000,000 francs.
A moonlight school, Grant county'
Rosewell, 3.509, and
acres;
.
Brock-manA meeting of the Friends' Meeting first, has been organized at
acres; Santa Fe, 3,045, and
House Headquarters In Great Brit410,407.08 acres; Tucumcari, 1,858, and
ain, called to discuss "problems of
John Rudd ot Dawson was, serious- 257,800.26 acres.
the settlement of tho war," broke up ly Injured when a touring car turned
after an hour of pandemonium, with turtle.
Love Balm Plaintiff Scores Point.
the singing of the national anthem
The Tularosa postoffice safe was
Santa. Fé. With A. R. Manby, deand three cheers for conscription.
blown open and' less than $100 sefendant In the $50,000 breach of promAfter years of experiment. Director cured.
ise suit brought by Margaret Waddell,
Klingenberg of the General Electric
Geo. Relsinger of Clovls accidentally on the stand, counsel for defense in
Company, has announced the perfecshot himself while taking a gun from the Federal Court engaged In a detertion of an electric magnetic hand, a wagon.
mined effort to prove that the enwith which it is possible to grasp
Work has been commenced on the gagement was broken by mutual
even the heaviest metal object and
armory, which is to cost agreement and that thereafter '.heir
wck with them advantageously with Carlsbad
nearly $20,000.
relations were merely those of "pals."
human hands.
Judge Pope, in overruling a motion
Estancia is inaugurating a Tho Ford peace expedition has electcampaign for the beaut If n that the Jury be instructed to find for
ed the following American members of
defendant, indicated his attitude as
town.
of
the
the permanent peace board to sit In
to the evidence by saying: "The letAlready
raided
$5,000
over
has been
Europe indefinitely with the purpose
in the case leave too much to
of using all efforts to settle the war: for maintaining the New Mexico dis- ters
inference. The mutual intent is what
William Jennings Bryan, Henry Ford, play at San Diego.
Manby entered a compreMiss Jane Addams, the Rev. Charles
Work has been started on the per- controls."
hensive
of the charges of Miss
denial
F. Aked and Mrs. Joseph Fels of Phil- manent repair of the bridge over the
Waddell.
river-neaadelphia.
17-Z-

(

0

tree-plantilea-tio-

Pecos
Artesla.
J. W. Kelsey of Jordan reports that
a prairie fire burned over 200 acres
in that section recently.
Demlng philanthropists have organized an associated charities organization to care for the reedy.
Over 100 cars of alfalfa were shipped from Otis last week, most of it
bringing $12.50 f. o. b. Otis.
Work is progressing rapidly on the
new dam being built by the Rayado

Berlin authorities announce that,
although there is grain on hand in
sufficient quantities, prudence dictates that Berlin shall go back to the
early 1915 basis, which means that
the bulk of the population will be restricted again to 200 grams of bread
dally Instead of 225, and that corn
and other foodstuffs will be put under
control.

SPORTING NEWS

Many fine horses are at the Denver tract people in Colfax county.
show.
The new government sanitarium
Fraukle Murphy of Denver and and hospital at Mescalero has been
Grover Hayes of Philadelphia fought accepted from the contractor.

fifteen rounds to a draw before the
National Athletic Club in Denvea.
Jess Wlllard has wired that he can
not fight Frank Moran in New York
In March, but that If a later date
around Memorial Day Is selected he
will meet the challenger.
Suits were filed in the District
Court in Denver simultaneously, by
John F. Coffey, former manager of tho
Denver baseball team, and his wife,
Mrs. Lorean V. Coffey, against James
C. McGill, owner of the Denver baseball team and part owner of the Indianapolis baseball team, in which
each plaintiff Beeks to recover from
McGill $20,000 damages for an alleged
attack upon Mrs. Coffey by McGill.

Over

loads.

The property of the National Copper
at Silver City was sold under court order to St. Louis parties
for $4,500.
The month of December waa
marked by abundant cunshlne and had
only two daya on which the mercury
hovered near zero.
Guadalupe Gonzales,
accused of
shooting Manml Rubio at Roswell,
has been bound over to the grand jury
In the sum of $3,000.
Work Is progressing rapidly on the
new Lovington high school, which is
to cost $5,400.
At Tularosa, an outlaw horse re
cently dragged an employé of Mrs. S.
E. Barbour, Eugenio Jurado, to death,
after throwing him against a post
Two thousand copie of the Spanish
codification of the laws have been re
ceived from tbe publishers by the secretary of slate. They cost $10,000.
The high price of gasoline in New
Mexico Is being investigated by the
State Corporation Commission, which
has also asked the federal trade commission to look Into the subject
State School Superintendent Alvan
N. White received an invitation to attend the national conference on Immigration and Americanization of the
National Americanization Committee
to be held in Philadelphia Jan. 19
and 20.
Incorporation papers were filed by
the Llano Irrigation Company of Ques-ta- ,
Taos county. It is a community
affair, capitalized at $10,b00 of which
$9,078 is paid up, the shares being $3
par. Water from Cabresto lake is to
be diverted to Irrigate the lands.
Wild horses have increased to such
an extent in New Mexico In the past
few years as to be a menace to the
domestic herds, according to tbe an
nual report of the Cattle Sanltar)
Board. The board has therefore sua
pended previous restrictions, and will
allow the rounding up, Bale and ship
ment of these unbrande horses.
That New Mexico haa enjoyed In th
year just closing unprecedented educational progress is the belief of Alvan
N. White, state superintendent
ol
schools, in a review or the year'f
Company

an operation at Jefferson hospital In
New York, during which adenoids
and her tonsila were removed.
Col. Joseph Haddox Dorst, United
States army, retired, who took a
prominent part in the campaigns
against the Indians in the '70s and
'80s and married Esther J. Archer of
Denver, is dead in Warrenton, Va.,
where of late years he made his home.
The American Smelting & Refining
Company representatives at El Paso, i
Tex., received a telegram from Chihuahua City stating that a trainload
of employés which left the capital for
Cusihulriachic, western Chihuahua,
had been held up by Villa bandits and
all the Americans killed.
The body of former President Victoriano Huerta, whose death occurred
at El Paso, Tex., was placed In the receiving vault at Concordia cemetery.
Members of the family and former officers of the Mexican army followed
the
casket to the cemetery, where brief services were conducted by the Rev. Father Carloj

I

charged United States sailor, murdered Mrs. Marjorle Hill, with whom
he was Infatuated, at San Francisco.
After shooting her dead be also
killed her mother, Mrs. G. W. Evans,
and her sister, Mrs. Irene White, and
then, with two bullets left in his re
volver, turned the. muzzle against himself and fired twice. He died almost
lnstantiy.
The worst massacre of peaceful
Americans in Mexican history was detailed in official messages received
at El Paso, Tex., telling of sixteen
United States citizens and two British subjects dragged from a Northwestern train, robbed of $25,000,
stripped of their clothing and stood
naked along the railroad track to be
shot down in cold blood.
The woman suffrage constitutional
amendment, defeated in the November election, was again introduced in
both Houses of the Legislatura at work.
Albanv. N Y.

were shipped

In the fiscal year ended Nov. 30,
last, 300,325 head of cattle were inspected for shipment in New Mexico.
One thresher at Cuervo reports
threshing 33G.000 pounds of beans the
past season, or more than ten car-

Ada Relian, the actress, died In a
New York hospital after an opcratloa
for "arterial affection.
Margaret
Miss
Wilson, eldest
daufehter of the President, underwent

Mayer, y
Floyd Payser, a dishonorably dis-

turkeys

at the Chase "ranch near Cimarron.

GENERAL

flag-drape- d

3,400

from Hagermun for tbe Thanksgiving
and Christmas trade last year.
Eight blocks, comprising the principal streets of the business district
of Silver City, are now paved.
J. Maseeh, a Slav miner employed
at the Navajo mine, at Gallup, was
fatally injured by a fall of rock.
Manley Mason Chase, for forty
years a resident of Colfax county, died

Wind

Demolishes

AND PACK

ENTRIES
ACRES.

Homestead Entries Numbered 6,113,
and Covered a Total of 1,358,053
Acres State Selected Land.

Waitern Newnpnper Union Ntwa
C'OMINfi EVZNTS.

PAINS li! SIDE

Many Buildings.

Kelly Suffered and
How Sha was Cured.

I low Mrs.

Burlington, Wis. "I was very Irregular, and bad pains in my side and back,

taking
Vegetable ComDue

alter

Lydia E. Finkhnm's

pound Tableta and
cuing two bottles of
the Sanative Wash
I am fully convinced
that I am entirely
cured of these troubles, and feel better
all over.
I know
your remedies have
done me worlds of
good end I hope every suffering woman
will give them a trial." Mrs. Ann
Kelly, 710 Chestnut Street, Burlington, Wis.
The many convincing testimonials constantly published in the newspapers
ought to be proof enough to women who
sutler from thoBe distressing ills peculiar to their sex that Lydia KPinkham't
Vegetable Compound ia tbe medlche
they need.
This good old root and herb remedy
has proved unequalled for these dreadful ills; it contains what is needed to

restore woman's health and strength.
If there ia any peculiarity in
your cftse requiring special advice, write the Lydia K. Plnk-lia- ra

Medicine Co. (confidential),
Lynn, Mass., for free advice.

No Conveniences.
New Servant An' have yez a garage
on the place?
Suburban Housewife No, we have
no car.
New Servant Then 1 can't come
wld yez. I have to have a place fer
me car. Puck.

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF

Santa Fé. Advices from Springer
report thousands of dollars' damage
HAIR STOPS FALLING
done by a wind of almost cyclcnlc
velocity at Cimarron, Colfax county.
The brick public school building, Girls! Try This! Make Hair Thick,
Western Union Telegraph office and
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful
No
numerous other buildings were demolMore Itching Scalp.
ished and wire communication prostrated. No lives were lost so far as
Within ten minutes after an applican be learned.
cation of Danderlne you cannot find a
Single trace of dandruff or falling hair
Moonlight School Pupils 18 to 70.
and your scalp will not itch, but
Santa Fe. Men and women as old will please you most will be whata
after
as CO and 70 are learning to read and few weeks' use, when you see
new
write in the "moonlight schools" ot hair, fine and downy at first yes but
Santa Fe County, the first in the state, really new hair growing all over the
established for the first time in this scalp.
school year. Over 1,000 are enrolled,
A little Danderlne immediately douaccording to a report by the county bles the beauty of your hair. No difsuperintendent, the ages ranging from ference how dull, faded, brittle and
18 to 70.
These night schools are craggy. Just moisten a cloth with
held from two to four times weekly.
Danderlne and carefully draw it
through your balr, taking one small
Resigns.
Inspector
Mine
State
strand at a time. The effect is amaSanta Fe. Reese H. Beddow of Gal- zingyour hair will be light, fluffy and
lup, state mine inspector for the paat wavy, and have an appearance of
three and a half years, has filed his abundance; an Incomparable luster,
resignation with the governor, effec- softness and luxuriance.
tive February 1. An examination for
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'
npplicants for tbe position is an- Danderlne from any store, and prove
nounced for January 29.
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
Boy of 19 Shoots Girl of 15.
injured by careless treatment that's
Silver City. Because she refused all you surely can have beautiful balr
to mairy him, Pedro Montes, 19, rodo and lots of it if you will just try a litup behind Refugia Vlllanueva, 15, aa tle Danderine. Adv.
she was walking home from church,
"Holier Than Thou."
and shot her twice in the head with
"There are some forms of melana revolver. Montes rode to the Jail,
choly with which I have no sympathy."
where he surrendered.
"For instance?"
"Well, there's the sort of person who
Dies After Lighting Fire With Oil.
finds it impossible to smile because
Santa Fé. Mrs. W. G. Johnson, his neighbors are so wicked."
wife of the postmaster at Roy, Mora
county, is dead as the result of tryTo keep clean and healthy talle Dr.
ing to light the kitchen fire with kero- Pierce'a
l'leaaant Pelleta. They regulate
sene.
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
,

Confesses Killing Man and Woman.
Htllsboro.
News was received here
that Albert Houchin, 17, had confessed
to the police at Beaumont, Tex., that
he killed R. H. Hammond and Madamo
Dolores, a palmist, near Los Palomas,
Sierra County, November 27. The
boy had been working for Hammond-Hsaid Hammond mistreated him.
He told the police he shot Hammond
in his tent with a rifle and that ho
fired at the woman as she advanced.
He is said to have admitted taking
$3,000 from Hammond's trunk.

Sermon.
f
is anything more contrary
than the average female of tbe species,
lock on a
it is a rlght-ande-

Ranchman Found Dead from Gunshot,
Clayton. Samuel Smith, a rich,
ranchman living on Cimarron river,
thirty miles from here, was touni
dead in a country road some distance
from bis home, with a bullet in his
head. It Is supposed he committed
suicide. Family trouble is believed to
have been the cause.

Makes Hard Work Harder

Over $1,020 a Student
Santa Fe. The School of Mines expended last 'year $35,8C2.3G and had
thirty-threstudents enrolled.
e

National Guard Makes Report.
Santa Fe. A financial report of the
New Mexico national guard tor the
past fiscal ytar, made to the governoi
by Adjt. Gen. Harry T. Herring, if
said to be the' most complete repon
of the kind ever made to a state executive. It shows a total of federal an.l
state funds of some $67,000 was avail
able tor the guard during the year
Approximately $25,000 was spent ua
der federal allotment for arms, sup
plies, ammunition, equipment cam;
purposes and rifle practice.

Sawed-Of-

It there

d

dcor.
Plies Cured in 6 to 14 Daya
I
PAZO OINTMENT
fails to cure Itching, blind, Blading or Piotrud-iu- a
Püs. First applicaliou give, tuimU guo.
Dnwitis rotund monor

T would Spoil It All.
Wher Young man, don't ever

let
me catch you kissing my daughter.
Young Man No, ma'am, I won't.

A-- bad back makes a day's work
twice as hard. Backache usually
conies from weak kidneys, and it
headaches, dizziness or urinary disorders are added, don't wait get
help before the kidney disease
takes a grip before dropsy, gravel
or Brlght's disease sets in. Doan's
Kidney Pills have brought new life
and new strength to thousands of
v orklng men and women.
Used
and recommended the world over.

A Colorado Case
F.

M.

Conrad.

prop, of cifrar store,
1418 Pearl tit., lioul-kie- r,
Colo., guys: "I
Iliad attack of kld- -

jyeara and oflen the
o
misery was
great, that I could

not get around to
ing ao much about
Dnan'a Kidney
U
I. ..
Dili- - T
!...
and they relieved me In a short time.
I have taken Doan'e Kidney Pilla several time alnce and they have always
doue good work."
Cat
at Aanr Stan, BOe Baa
!do my worK. Hear-

IMII
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DOAN'S K?"uV

FOSTEK-MILBUR-

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

WESTERN LIBERAL.
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SUCCESSFUL
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SWEATER

GIFT

WITHIN
WORK BOX
REACH OF ALL.

Before Breakfast
a Splendid Habit

THE

Worthy Tributa of Affection From
Small Daughter to the Mother She
Adore
Calls for Careful and
Conscientious Work.

Service.

Open sluices of the system each
morning and wash away the
poisonous, stagnant matter.
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Splendid Flock of Turkeys'.
The care which turkeys receive
during the winter Is a determining
factor in the successful management
of a flock. They cannot stand filth
and if forced to live In It will soon
sicken and die.
In an address some time ago on
turkey raising Mr. W. J. Bell, who
has had about thirty years' experience In the business, said:
"A great many people do not give

Is snow on the ground and they
cannot get any grit or gravel. It 1
necessary to have a bank of gravel
that they can go to, and in the absence of that they should be supplied
with commercial grit.
"Turkeys should have access to pure
water at all times. If they do not get
pure water they will drink out of the
pools in the yard at this time of the
year. A great many people tell me
their turkeys are sick, and I attribute
the cause chiefly to their drinking the
water from pools In the yard. When
the snow leaves the ground in the
spring I take away the wheat and give
them only a light feed of oats once a
day, because they roam the fields and
get a large amount of nutriment that
is left over from the previous year.
If you feed them oats and wheat right
along the females will be too fat. The
male does not look for feed. He is
showing his beauty off all through the
spring, and I feed the males oats in
the morning and wheat at night in r
to keep them in good condition.
"The birds should have a range
every day out around the yard, and
they should never be confined to the
buildings. As to night treatment, the
last two or three years I have left my
turkeys to roost on the fences on the
southeast side of the barn, where they
are protected from the northwest
winds. I would not say that they are
not better there than in an open
shed. In no case should they be compelled to roost in a henhouse."

there

or-ie-

The Great American Bird.
their turkeys any attention in the
winter months, and that is not right.
I feed my turkeys oats in the morn
ing and a full feed of good sound
fall wheat at night, and I give them
small, unsalable apples for green
feed.
"Another way in which turkeys are
neglected In winter time Is when
POINTS

ON

FEEDING

LAYERS

Ration Should Be Economical, Appetizing and Nutritious and Contain Variety of Feeds.
In choosing a ration for the laying
hen the poultryman has several points
to consider. Such a ration should be
economical, appetizing and nutritious
and it should contain a variety of
feeds.
The ration used In feeding laying
hens at the Pennsylvania State Col:
lege School of Agriculture and Experiment station is as follows:
GRAIN FEED.
Cracked corn
Wheat

Oau

DRY MASH.

Corn meal
Bran
Wheat middlings
Meal scrap

Lb.

6"
8

200
1

lw

100

The grain feed Is fed night and
morning, a lighter allowance being fed
in the morning than in the evening.
The plan followed at the Pennsylvania
station is to feed approximately twice
as much whole grain as mash grain,
The mash is fed in hoppers, which for
light breeds may be left open all day
but for heavier breeds should be ac
cessible only part of the day. Some
grit in the form of oyster shell or
ground limestone and some green feed
such as cabbage, mangel-wurzel- s
sprouted oats, potato parings or ground
green bone should be provided, ln ad
dition to the ration given above.
GUARD

FOWLS AGAINST ROUP

Birds Suffering From Colds and Ex
posure Are Quito Susceptible
Make Use of Preventives.
Roup is a germ disease thought by
some to be caused by the Bacillus Avlaepticus; very infectious and usually
transmitted by exposure to infected
birds or to coops, roosts and yards
where roupy birds have been.
Birds suffering from colds and ex
posure are more susceptible and to
guard against roup, you should use
tonics and preventives, which not only
tend to prevent this dread disease but
help to keep the birds in the pink of
condition and working overtime on the
egg basket.
Vermin Keep Poultrymen Busy,
In six weeks a single pair of lice,
tinder favorable conditions, can give

rise to llo.OOO. When they multiply
that faBt It certainly takes an active
poultryman to keep ahead of them,

MATING

pasado.
fué seriaJohn Rudd de
mente herido cuando se volco un car
ro automóvil.
Geo. Reislnger de Clovis accidentalmente se dló un tiro al tomar un fusil
fuera de un carro.
El nuevo sanatorio y hospital del
gobierno en Moscalero ha sido aceptado del contratista.
Se han empezado los trabajos en el
arsenal de Carlsbad, que costará
alrededor de $20,000.
El cofre fuerte de la oficina de cor
fuá volado y el
reos de Tulai-oscontenido, $100, robado.
Se ha concedido el contrato para la
instalación de una planta de abaste
cimiento de agua en Dexter.
Se ha organizado una escuela de
noche en
la primera de esa
clase en el condado de Orant.
En Homing se ha formado una
compañía al capital de $25,C00 cuyo
propósito es la cria de marranos,
Estarcía está Inaugurando una
campaña de plantación de árboles con
el objeto de embellucer ln ciudad.
Ya mas de $5,000 se han conseguida
para el mantenimiento de la exposición de Nuevo Mexico en San Diego.
Más de 3,500 pavos fueron expedidos de Hagermra para el comercio da
Plan for Box.
las fiestas de Navidad y Año Nuevo.
Los trabajos están progresando shoo workbox.
She will surely suc
rápidamente en la nueva escuela su- ceed if she can sew at all, and if she
perior de Lovington, que costará
will be very careful about the cutting
and sewing.
One must cut two pieces of card
J. Maseck, un minero ruso empleado
en la mina de Navajo, en Gallup, fué board, each seven inches long, then
gravemente herido for una calda de
roca.
Más de 100 carros de alfalfa se expidieron de Otis la semana p. pasada,
trayendo la mayor parte $12.50 t. o

o
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TIME

FOR TURKEYS

Strong, Healthy Birds Begin to Lay at
Very Opening of Breeding Season
Give Good Care.

Strong, healthy, vigorous turkeys
to lay at the very
opening of the breeding season, while
weaker stock will merely consume
feed until the warmer weather makes
itself felt in the spring. It Is true that
the feed and care that the birds receive, the proportion of males to fe-will mate and begin

m n 1 OH

find

TTIlltlV

nthai-

-

(Klnni AnA.

into the matter of
and
strength of the germs, but besides all
these the strength of the ancestral
stock plays no little part Without
good care strong birds may not beget
strong poults, but no amount of care
will' enable weak birds to produce
strong ones.
It Is after the spring hatches that
the difference between good stock and
weak stock makes itself most keenly
felt in turkeydom, for that is the time
when the poult mortality runs highest. Where coveys from undersized
or otherwise deficient ancestry will
dwindle steadily from week to week,
until possibly only fifteen or twenty
per cent of the original hatch remain,
the coveys hatched from vigorous
breeding stock will be far better, per
haps sixty to ninety pec cent of tha
young birds' surviving the danger
period under identical conditions. If
the poults are ranging with the turkey
hen the difference shows most markedly, for the greater intelligence, alert
ness, strength and solicitude of the
better turkey mother also play their
part.

$5.-40-

b. Otis.

Los trabajos se han empozado en !a
0bra de reparación permanente del
puente sobro el rio Pecoi cerca do
Artesia.
Guadalupe Gonzales, acusado de dar
un tiro & Manuel Rubio en Roswell, ha
sido entrpgado al gran jurado bajo fianza de $3,0UO.
J. W. Kelsey de Jordan reporta que
un incendio de pradería consumió
más de doscientos acres de esa sección hace poco.
Ira Thomas, cogedor de los Red Sox,
compro una extensión correspondiendo
á una manzana de casas de tierra del
condado de Curry.
Manley Mason Chase, por cuarenta
,
años un residente del condado de
falleció en el rancho de Chase
cerca de Cimarron.
El trabajo está progresando rápida-menten fl nuevo dique que se estl
m.truyendo Por la gento de Rayado
Col-fax-

?
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Road of Uncertainty.
The poultryman who falla to keep
an accurate account of his transac
tions is traveling over the road of un
little grain helps out wonderfully.
certainty that leads to failure.
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of caps.

Thoso of ua who are accustomed to
feel dull and heavy when we arise;
splitting headache, stuffy from a cold,
foul tongue, nasty breath, acid stomach, lame back, can, Instead, both
look and feel as fresh as a daisy always
by washing the poisons and toxins
from the body with phosphated hot
water each morning.
We should drink, before breakfast,
a glass of real hot water with a
of limestone phosphate in
it to flush from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and ten yards of bowels tha
previous day'a Indigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins; thus cleansing, sweetening and purifying the entire alimentary canal before putting
more food into the stomach.
The action of limestone phosphate
and hot water on an empty stomach
is wonderfully invigorating. It cleana
out all the sour fermentations, gasea,
waste and acidity and gives one a
splendid appetite for breakfast and it
Is said to be but a little while until
the roses begin to appear In the
A quarter pound of limecheeks.
stone phosphate will cost very little at
your druggist or from the store, but
is sufficient to make anyone who is
bothered with biliousness, constipation, stomach trouble or rheumatism
a real enthusiast on the subject of internal sanitation. Try it and you ara
assured that you will look better and
feel better ln every way shortly.

with a bit of bright silk or satin.
Next, a strip of muslin is sewed ail
around the white covered sole and
then to the smaller sole, silk upward. '
When this is sewed together you have
a sole half an inch in thickness turn
ing up at the toe as the Chinaman's
shoe does. Fill this with cotton.
The "upper" of the shoe Is made
r
black satin
from scraps of
embroidered ln bright, crudo Chinese
colorings, Blmple or elaborate as one
Is skilled at such work. The satin
Bhould be about eight Inches square,
but the better plan Is to measure care- fully after the sole is ready. This may
measure a little more or less than the
dimensions given, depending upon the
depth of the seam taken or similar
trifles. The decorated "upper" is lined
with the bright silk, the edges button
holed together and then joined at the
heel, A to B. LaBtly It is sewed to
the sole. To furnish make a little pincushion and push into the toe; put a
strap across the heel to take a pocket
of needles; place a spool each of black
and white thread in tho basket, to- gether with a tiny pair of scissors,
which can be bought for ten cents.
The one thing to remember is to
take time in making this pretty box. It
costs next to nothing but It will not
be a success if carelessly done.
I saw an exquisite model of this
work case that is to be given to a
bride. It Is carried out in white satin
embroidered In silk and silver thread
in a wistaria design, the lining being
of wistaria colored silk to match.

Pr

Adv.

WAS

Silence

Cloth.

TAKING

CHANCES

NO

Old Lady Wanted to Be Quite Sura
That She Could Safely Trust
the Small Boy.
When the train came to a stop an
dame thrust her head
out of the window opposite the refreshment room and briefly shouted:
antique-lookin-

left-ove-

Asbestos

El precio tan alto de gasolina en
Nuevo Mexico va á Bufrtr investigaEvery woman should study her face,
ción de la comisión de corporación de forehead, ears, tho set of her head on
estado, que también ba pedido á la her shoulders. Then she should dress
comisión federal de comeicio que se her hair to hide any unattractive ansirva estudiar el asunto.
gles or features and to accentuate the
and attractive features
El miembro del congreso B. C. HerTo some the hair is more becoming
nandez ha presentado un proyecto
apropiando '.a suma de $25,000 para if the greater part of the forehead
CARING FOR WINTER LAYERS
To others the hair drawn down
una estación de cultivo del pez en el shows.
so as to "cut" the forehead proves
a
semejante
de Río Arriba
more becoming.
Disease and Empty Egg Basket Result condado
los proyectos presentados en la legisFrom Overcrowding
If the ears are not beautifully
Hen Delatura de estado por el Senador T. D shaped the hair should be brought
mands Good Ventilation.
Burns, en la sesión ultima. También over them by all means. If covering
Small flocks often lay better than él Introdujo un proyecto reservando the entire ear forms an angle that is
large ones in the winter time. The $1,000 para el uso del secretarlo del not becoming to the face, the lobe of
reason is because they have better at- Interior Lana con el objeto de hacer the ear should be allowed to show.
tention. Often the large flock is put el aDeamiento del valle de Estímela
The eyes are particularly affected
hair.
a
Into crowded quarters and fed
sitios de reservoirs, proyectos de by the manner of combing the
ly. Of course, this means disease and zanjas é Irrigación.
Otra medida pre Some eyes, especially the almond-shaped- ,
an empty egg basket.
are most beautifi.l when the
ItMitacIa por el'mismu apioprla $200,Better to cull the flock Yery closely 0U0 para el exterminio de nnimales de hair comes over the forehead, almost
Other eyes
touching the eyebrows.
and keep only the hens that can be rupiña en Texas y Nuevo Mexico,
give forth more
appear
larger
and
comfortable ln the building.
They
que
acabó
año
se
fiscal
Durante el
must have room to exercise and they el 30 de noviembre p. pasado, 300,325 brilliancy if the hair is drawn well
away. Parting the hair tn the center
muBt have plenty of fresh air.
cabezas do ganado fueron lnBpecc'on
The laying hen demands lots of arias nara la expedición afuera de or on the sidealso has great Intluence
on the eyes.
ventilation, but must bo shielded from Nuevo Mexico,
That ft placed ln
And the nose!
any draft of air.
NaLa propiedad de la Compañía
such a variety of positions and is It
clonal de Cobre en Silver City fué self of so many shapes and sizes that
Tha Successful Man.
bajo órden de corte á un
vendida
seems no set rule to go by. The
The successful poultryman pos- partido de Interesados de San Luis por there
thing to avoid is accentuat
principal
sesses ability, determination, never la suma de ÍI.5U0.
log the length of a large nose and the
losea courage and has perseverance.
reporta
Un trillador en Cuervo
smallness of a small nose. Also to
haber limpiado 33G.000 libras de frl remember that the profile should be
Usa 8omo Grain.
Joles durante la estación p posada, 6
greatest attractions,
roughage ration of any kind la sea una cantidad representando más one of woman's
on the back of the head is
hair
the
It
not sufficient during the winter. A do diez cargas de carro.
dressed out from the bead too far and
poor-ipar-

U

i'.

This charming sweater et primarily
Intended for the outdoor girl, has
become so popular that HI those desiring a chic combination have taken to It The model Is a silk set
In banana color with white coat and
deep girdle sash and the smartest

el COIlda'Jo ue Coltax- E1 mes de diciembre fué marcado
una cantidad abundante de luz aei
801 v tuvo BO,
dos d,aB en que el mer"
curl Be movl cerca del cero.
Los filántropos de Demlng han formado una organización do caridades
asociadas con el propósito de cuidar
de los quo están en la necesidad.
The Box Complete
Dos mil ejemplares de la codifica
shape it into a solo and take off
clón española de la leyes han sirio
Inch from the tdte of one piece
recibidas de los editores .or el secre- The larger piece is covered on one
tario de estado. Cuestan $10,000.
side with white muslin and the smalle
En Tularosa, un caballo salvaje
recientemente arrastró á un empleado ARRANGEMENT OF THE HAIR
de la Señora S. E. Marboi.r, Eugenio
Jurado, haata que el hombre expiró,
WaH Commend
después de haberle echado contra un Various Ideas Which
Themselves to the Woman Who
poste.

well-forme-

df

i i

i

I

r

e"

Dresses With Taste.

SET

Glass of Hot Water

Nuevo Mexico.
Nuevo Méjico el año p. pasado pro
The small girl who would like to
dujo 18.C2UI00 libras do lana.
make mother' or elder sister a gift, but
se
Mexico
I
reglón este do Nuevo
wn08p pockct money , 1)m,tet. should
estfl poblando de nuevos colonos,
try her hand
little Chinese
Mas de 165,0u0 libras de mantequilla
salieron de' Tucumcarl el año p ,1
I

i

J

SHOE

De Interés para toda la gent
de Nuevo Mexico.

ujg

i

.Li

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO

LITTLE

"Sonny!"
A

bright-lookin-

boy came up to tho

g

window,

"Little boy she said, "have you a
mother?"
"Yes, ma'am."
"Do you love her?"
'Yes, ma'am."
"Do you go to school, dear?"
"Yes, ma'am."
"And are you faithful to your

'

stu-liea-

"Yes, ma'am."
"Do you say your prayers every

night?"
j

"Yes, ma'am.'
"Can I truBt you to do an errand
for me?"
"Yes, ma'am."
"I think I can, too," said the kind
lady, looking steadily down on the
manly face. "Here Is a penny. Get
Remember, God sees
me an apple.

you!"
s
Blow.
'Nother
Sapleigh I aw am suah we are
going to have a beastly hawd wlntah,
doncher know.
Miss Knox No, I'm sure I don't
know. But why are you so sure of
It?
Sapleigh
Er because I aw feel
it ln me bones.
So you still
Miss Knox Really?
theory?
believe in that old goose-bonSolar-Plexu-

Far better than either the felt or
quilted silence cloth is the one of asbestos. This cloth protects the table
top not only from the spots made by
hot dishes, but also from stains and
damage done by hot liquids being
spilled.
The cloth Is waterproof as
PRESSED HARD
well as heatproof; It Is, of course,
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
llntless, and Is finished with a neat
binding.
It Is made In halves, each
When people realize the injurious
consisting of three strongly bound
and hinged sections. It does not warp, effects of coffee and the better health
and may be folded and put in the side- that a change to Postum can bring,
they are usually glad to lend their
board drawer when not ln use.
testimony for the benefit of others.
"My mother, since her early childtoo low the profilo of a large nosed hood, was an inveterate coffee drinkperson Is entirely spoiled; and the
er, had been troubled with her heart
head looks disfigured.
for a number of years and complained
A
head makes the art of
feeling and sick
that
hair dressing much less difficult than of
stomach.
it Is for the person with a poorly
"Some time ago I was making a
shaped bead. But the right puffs,
to a distant part of the country
visit
will
braids, knots and swirls of hair
took
dinner with one of the merand
make any woman's head appear to be
of
chants
the place. I noticed a someof classic shape.
what unusual flavor of the "coffee
and asked him concerning It. Ue reEffective Schemes.
Fur Is frequently introduced as a plied that it was Postum,
"I was so pleased with it that I
trimming detail, and several effective
schemes are being carried out with a bought a package to carry home with,
combination of crape and skunk. A me, and had wife prepare some for
charming exnmple is a blouse of the the next meal. The whole family
palest of pale pink chiffon with veiled liked It so well that we discontinued
fine Ivory shadow lace arranged to fall coffee and used Postum entirely.
"I had been very anxious concernIn a '.lulu basque movement over a
deep belt of black panne, tiny black ing my mother's condition, but we
neck open noticed that after using Postum for
dots trimming the
lng and sleeves, which are further- a short time she felt much better, had
more adorned by rullles of fine net. little trouble with her heart, and no
The distinctive feature is a little bo- sick stomach; that the headachea
lero of old gold mousseline de sole. were not so frequent, and her general
This con
the edges bordered by a finger depth condition much improved.
of skunk fur, the fronts just caught tinued until she was well and hearty.
"I know Postum has benefited mytogether by a cameo brooch.
self and the other members of tha
family, especially my mother, as aha
New Leghorn Models.
When summer days approach leg- was a victim of long standing." Name
horn hats, with masses of pink roses given by PoBtum Co., Battle Creek.
and beautiful laces will be the choleo Mich.
Postum comes in two forms:
of the charmingly attired woman
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust
Many of these models are turned up
be well boiled. 15c and 25c packin the' rear, and their picturesque lines
accentuated by the streamers of soft ages.
Instant Postum a soluble powder
silk. Attractive creations are also developed with broad brims of French dissolves quickly ln a cup of hot wacrepe, on which are embroidered dain- ter, and, with cream and sugar, makea
ty (lowers In delicately colored silks a delicious beverage instantly. 30e
Even the quaint poke and other modes and 60a tins.
Both kinds are equally dellctoua
favored by the Empress Eugenie will
find expression in the new leghorn and cost about the same per cup.
models.
There's a Reason" for postum.
old by G rocera.
e

well-shape-

'weak-all-ove-

.WESTERN LIBERAL
PtTHI.lSHKD FRIDAYS.
FORMS CLUBS THLHHDAY EVENING
EnU-r-

,
Nr
st the Piwt Ofo ml
Mexico, at Second Ciat Mail Matter
Lonk-burir-

Br FARI9 V. BUSH,
Editor and Owner
TRICES
SUBSCRIPTION
Thre Monthi
f'.0
Six Monthi
Í.0
Year
On
Subfterlption Alay Payable in Advance.

191G

NEWSPAPER DONTS
Don't take your paper home. It
is the most active and powerful
factor in building up your town,
p.nd your support would involve
j ou in the work.
Don't pay for it. Newspapers
are run on wind, and the editor
wouldn't keep the money anyway.
He'd most likely pay it on his bills.
Don't fail to tell the editor how
t.i run the paper. He has nothing
ta do but to listen and to keep his
temper sweet.
Don't put your name to what
you want published. It's the editor's business to espouse unpopular causes and to take your chest-- i
uts out of the fire. What hurts
your business might also hurt hi?
but that's different.
Don't notify the editor when you
change your postoffce address,
lie may lose track of you and you
will escape paying the last two 01
three years of your subscription.
Don't forget to write on both
sides of the paper. The printers
might forget how to swear.
Don't write your communications legibly. Deciphering them
keeps the editor busy and he is able
to make an occasional blunder,
which promotes good feeling all
around.
Don't imagine that the newspaper has anything to do. Newspapers run themselves and the ravens feed the printers.
THE GREATEST OF THESE
Among the sundry tokens of ap
preciation of the Western Liberal s
one year of effort, the greatest has
been the excellent demonstration
of disapproval projected by the
thoughtless who menace Lords- burg. Nothing has done the Lib
eral more good in its service for
Lordsburg than to know that this
element was feeling the blows we
They show
have been striking.
their utter ignorance and stupid
"diplomacy" by coming right out
ana admitting the hurt. Good!
It only gives the Liberal all the
more courage to fight this element,
and make record now we are go
ing to..
The Liberal's average circula
tion is over GOO and of that amount
300 papers each week go to the
people of Lordsburg and our lm
mediate vicinity. Come on boys,
we are ready
We trust this will not be the end
and beg to assure our kindly op
position that it won t be.
In every field of humen activity the
demand for more competent men and
women Is growing every day. Espe
cially bo in agriculture.
Home pride Is a mighty valuable asset, and the farmer who has none la
carrying a heavy handicap on the
road to success.

IDEAS

Program.

Meetings are to be held the
second Thursday of every month,
alternate meetings to be at 8:00
o'clock in the evening, all others
at 4:00 o'clock, at the school
house.
The evening meetings
are to be held at that time so
that the men unable to attend in
may have the
the
privilege of at least part of the
meeting.
The purpose of the Society is
in brief to look after the welfare of the child, in its relation
to home, school and community,
also to get the parent and patron
in
with the school.

daytime,
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information see F. V. Bush,
burg, N. M,
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Club A
WOMAN'S WORLD
THE GENTLEWOMAN
POULTRY POST
AMERICAN

FARMING

Club
BOY'S
HOME

MAGAZINE

LIFE

KO. VALLEY

A

FARMER

Club
PEOPLE'S

d

Kimball's

DairyFarmeii

(Monthly)
(Monthly)
(Monthly)

WOMAN'S NATIONAL

HOME

KIMBALL'S Dairy Farmer

(Monthly)
(Monthly)

LIFE

POWER FARMING
FARM

Club C

D

POPULAR MONTHLY

AND HOME

-

(Seml-M-

AND HOME

(Seml-M- )

HOME

LIFE

(Monthly)
(Monthly)

Club F

Club E

D
PEOPLE'S

WEEKLY

POPULAR MONTHLY

HOKE LIFE

-

(Seml-M- )

FARM

THE HOUSEHOLD

)

NEWS ABOUT FORDS(Auto)(M'thly)

,

'

(Monthly)

VS.

MANAGEMENT

NEW

UNDER

LORDSBURG

AUTO

COMPANY

J. II. FITZPATRICK, Manager

)

)

K. B. VF.NABt.H.

(Inn.

RITTER

W. F.

Representing Leading Insurance Companies
Sherwin-William- s
Paints

IV THR DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH
JLI'ICIAI, DISTRICT OF THK STATU OF
NEW MEXICO, WITHIN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF GRANT.
)
Annie Banes.
riuintiff, j Cml Action No. 4921

4)

Overland Agency
First man in Grant County buying a car from
us will receive advantaga of a big reduction.
1916 Model $750 F. 0. B. Lordsburg
P. S. This Car Sold for $825.00 F. 0. B.
El Paso, Texas

Ve

Ask For Your Continued Patronage
and Assure You Good Service

Cleric,

J. A. SHIPLEY, Deputy.

First National Bank
EL PASO,

TTnited.

PEOPLE'S
HOME

POPULAR MONTHLY

LIFE

(Monthly)

Wealth of Good Reading Matter for Every Member of the Family

This rare offer is an entire library in itself and will supply the reading" requirements
of the whole family. It is by far fhe greatest value for the money ever offered to our rural
readers, and the offers are the most complete we have ever made covering a wide variety of
magazines.
We ure you to send in your renewal at once while this offer is good. This
offer is good for both NEW and RENEWAL SUBSCRIBERS. Order today nd tell your
friends and neighbors before it is too late.

:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces. N. M December 28, 1916.
Notice la hereby given that Edmond David
Wright, of Lordsburg, N. M., who, on Decem
ber, 13, 1915, made homestead entry No,
012900, for SEV,, Section 21, Township 24
S., Range 20, W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed
notice of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Karis V. Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N. M., on the' 7th day
of February, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Robert Guess, W. W. Carlon, James Everett, Bailey Smith, all of Steins, N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan, 28
John L. Burnside, Register
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 29, 1916.
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on the thirteenth day of August, A. D. 1900. William
E. Moses filed forest lieu selection No. 8287,
Serial No. 011719, under the act of June 4,
1807, (30 Stat., 86) for the following described
land, located in the LAS CRUCES LAND
DISTRICT.
Southwest Quarter, Northeasa Quarter of
Section 8, Township 27 South. Range 16 West,
N. M. P. M.
. The parpóse
of this notice is to allow all
persons claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show It 'to be mineral In character,
an opportunity to file objections to such location or selection with the local officers of
the land district in which the land la aituated,
At the Land Office aforesaid, and
to establish their Interests therein, or the
mineral character thereof
John L Burnside, Register.
Jan. 7. Feb. 11
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 80, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that Rufus L. Burns,
of Animas, N. M., who, on September 14, 1916,
made homestead entry. No. 011796, for E'
Section 18, township 27 S., Ranga 1 W
N. M. P, Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to make final three year proof, to establish claim to th land above described, befor
Alfred B. Ward, U. 8. Commissioner, at
Animas, N. M., on th 14th day of February,
1916.

Claimant names as wltnesseai
John F. Burnea, William W. Jones. William K. Stivers, Isaac H. Arnold, all of Animas, N. M.
John L. Burnside, Register.
Jan. 7 Feb. 4

Assets

TIEUTAS

States Depository

interest

per

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 80, 1915.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that Cornelius JackDepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
son Stephens, of Lordsburg, N. M.. who, on
at Las Cruces, N. M December 28, 1916,
December 29, 1915, made homestead entry
Notice is hereby given that George Adams
No. 012Ü66, for lots 8 and 4 ; EMi SWVi, Section
Porter, of Steins, N. M., who, on Decern-be80, Township 21 S., Range 16 W., N. M. P. Mer-dia14, 1915. made homestead entry No.
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof to establish claim to 012828, for NWVi, Section 22, Township 24
the land above described, before Faris V. 3., Range 20 W N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N. notice of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land above desM., on the 14th day of February, 1916.
cribed, before Faris V. Bush, U. S. Commis
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. M. McWhorter, W. H. Patterson. Frank
sioner, at Lordsburg, N. M., on the 6th day
Cline, C. L. Kanibolt, Felix R. Jones, all of of February, 1916,
Lordsburg, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Tohn L. Burnside, Register.
Jan. 7 Feb.4
W. W. Carlon, T. J. McCanta. T. A. Kerr,
of Steins, N. M. ; D. F. Sellards, ot Lordsburg. N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside, Register

OK!Jf

(Monthi))
(Monthly)
(Monthly)
(Monthly)

Deliveries

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 28, 1916.
Notice la hereby given that Mrs. Eva Up.
rfiaw, formerly Mrs. Eva Highnberg, of Ha
chita, N. M., who on September 8. 1914
made homestead entry No. 010246, for NW
Section 28, Township 80 S., Range 16 W.
N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of in
tention to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above described,
before George Edmonds, U..S. Commissioner,
at Hachita, N. M., on the 6th day of Febru
ary. 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses t
James R. Worthington, Inslcy E. Predmore, W. M. Upshaw, Dot Upshaw, all of Ha
chita, N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside. Register

w

( M

YOUR,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 80, 1916.
Notice la hereby given that John F. Burnea,
of Animas, N. M.', who, on September 14,
1916, made homestead entry No. 011797, for
lots 1 and 2: EM,NW
; NE. Section 19.
Township 27 S., Range 19 W N. M. P. Meri.
dian, has filed notice of Intention to make
final three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before A. B. Ward,
U. S. Commissioner, at Animas. N. M., on
the 14th day of February, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Rufus L. Burns, William W. Jones, William E. Stivers, Patrick M. Ewing, all of Animas, N. M.
Jkn.7 Fcb.4
John L. Burnside, Register.

'

--.

Z-

Bui

KDflAR W. K AYSER. Cashier.
JOSHUA t. RAVNOLT3. Presiden .
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
WALTKK M. HUTLKK. Asst. Cashier
JAS. GKAHAM MoNARV, Vluo-- i emdent,
t.
G. T, MOO KB Asst. Cashier
Department of the Interior, U. S, Land Office V. L. TOOLBV.
at Laa Cruces, N. M.. December 23. 1916
THK- Notice is hereby given that James R. Worth- ington, of Hachita, N. M who, on October 11
1912, made homestead entry No. 07616, for
SEV4
Section 11, Township 80 S.. Range 16
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of In.
tention to make final three year proof, to
zstablfah claim to the land above described,
800,000
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
before George Edmonds, U. S, Commissioner,
;
at Hachita, N. M., on the 6th day of FebruDEPOSITS
.4. BOO, OOO
ary, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses :
C. K. Jacobson, Thomas I, Berkley, Geo.
cent,
paid on Savings Accounts.
4
M. Elkins, O. R. Parker, aU of Hachita, N. M.
Dee. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside, Register
Correspondence Is invited from those who contemplate opening initial or additional

a

wmP
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at La Cruces. N. M., December 28, 1916.
Notice la hereby given that Sam Kille-breof Lordxburg, N. M., who on December, 14, 1915, made homestead entry No.
01Ü778. for S E V, ,v Section 16, Township 24
S., Ransre 20 W., N.M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Karis V. Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at Lordsburc, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1916.
Claimant names a witnesses :
J. A. Leahy, Miss Capitola Robertson, D.
F. Sellards,' W. W. Carlon, all of Lordsburg.
N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnslde, Register
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Prompt

between
the
plnintiff nnd defendnnt. nnd for genrml relief.
Now. therefore the anid I.illinn Chung Lee.
delendnnt nn nfordsntd, is hereby notified that
she is requiied to appear in said court on or
before the Mh day of February A. I). 1916, the
date cif completion of service upon her by publication, nnd that unless she so appears, nnswers.
demurs or pleads, judgement by default will be
rendered ntrnmst her in said nction nnd thf
plaintiff will apply to the court for the rellel
prnyed for in his sntd complaint.
A. W. Morningstar, whose post office is Lords,
burg. New Mexico, is attorney for the plaintiff
Witness my hand and seal of said court this
loth d.iy of January A. D. )"fi.
K. B. VKNAM.K. Clerk,
J. A. BHirUiY. Deputy.
4)
(Jan.

Lords-

Savor

IF""

fi?

A

S

Romondo Banes.
Notice of Pendency of Suit
Defendant.
The above nnmed defendnnt is hereby notified
that a civil nction in divorce has been commenced
House, good as new and now against
in the above entitled court nnd nction
rented. Will sell for $1,200 oi by the him
nliove named plaintiff. Annie Banes
$600 down and balance on short alleging as groundsjustfor said nction that the
cnuse has nlmudoned
defendent without
time. A big bargain if taken at plaintiff, nnd has neglected and refused
to support
tw
means, station in life
according
plaintiff
his
once. F. V. Bush, agent.
and ability, and praying the court for a decree
dissolving the bonds of matrimony between
and defendant, nnd for genernl relief.
Free Silver : Coupons for silver- plaintiff
Now, therefore the said Romondo Bnnes.
ware given with purchases of toil- defendant
ns aforesaid, is hereby notified that he
to apiear in said court on or before
et goods. See our beautiful pillow istherequired
2Mh day of Fcbrunry A. D. 1916. the date ot
tops copied from any photograph completion of service upon him by publication
and that unless he so npienrs. answers, demurs
for 65c. Mrs. M. M. Stevens.
or pleads, judgement by default will be rendered
ngninst him in said nction nnd the plnintiff will
HOGS, CATTLE AND HORSES apply to the court for the relief prayed for in her
Jersey-Herefor- d
milch cows; 7 snidA. comninint
W. Mnrningstnr. whose post office is lairds,
New Mexico, is attorney for the plaintiff.
brood sows at $9 per head ; six gen- burg.
Witness my hand and seal of snid court this
tle pony mares at $45 per head. For 10th dny of January A. D. 1916.
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com-miti-
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Western Liberal for One Year with any of the Following Combination

a

LUMBER

CoalvhF

I

3,

middle-groun-

flnlliin

Vice-Preside-

d

high-pressu-

tí

N1-.-

extra-radicalis-

:

Three factors nyourlExstance Supplied with the Best

held

asked

for a
Having been
defínate stand on the question of
local option, should it arise, The
Western Liberal herewith prints
its opposition statement.
Do not ever mistake conserva-'.isfor reaction. The former is a
very essential virtue. It counter-let- s
which is
a kind of insanity, whether
t manifests itself in a man drunk
vith whiskey, or in another,
reckless in his claims for
jrohibition, local option or for the
lispensary system as a panacea.
Conservatism is the gyroscope
which gives balance to the human
"lying machine. It is the healthy,
whither lies the
lane middle-roaof all mooted questions, if a
solution of them is sincerely the
lim of their proponents and opponents.
Men drank strong liquor before
were born; they will drink
itrong liquor, if they do not take
in the deadly drug habit, after we
ire dead. The white banner aloft
n every state, nor all of the pray-2rand crios, and shrieks, and
'awps, and calumnies and damnations of the pros will stop it. Nor
jv
the iniquitous counter attacks
if the liquor men, hidden behind,
irreat ramparts of organized mon-yand belching forth vicious
ilthy insinuations through the
1.7 mouths of boughten lawyers
ind harpy lawmakers serve at all,
lut to enlarge existing prejudices
s
tnd hatreds against them and
to hasten the confiscation of
heir traffic without in any way
orrecting or solving what is a very
ital problem.
Both sides have their rights, and
he sooner that fact is realized,
ind those rights determined by a
.ensible exchange of views, the bet-e- r
for the pro's and the anti's and
for the rest of us as well.
Meanwhile, in Colorado, a prohibition state, a reputable doctor lies
oetween life and death because he
out the wrong kind of "dope" in
his hypodermic.
Which impels us to pause and
to wonder whether the organic
fault is not really a
locial system, so harsh in its exactions upon our physical being that
stimulant of one kind or another
will be used frankly or surreptitiously until we change our ways.
And, finally, whether the sober,
.veil ordered man who drives an
automobile with mad disregard of
!ife and limb, is not just as much
deserving of strictness as the chap
Dn a "bust" who thinks he can whip
any one in the county.
Now, before you jump off
d
and charge the Liberal with
being a journal without a soul,
just remember that we are committed to the upbuilding of Lordsburg.
Being so committed, we know that
the worst enemies of the town are
the reactionaries and the
We know that these
two types will never meet for a
period of years they have been
standing, each on one side of a
quarter section, so to speak, and
calling each other bad names.
The Liberal does not believe in
such tactics.
Neither does Mr.
Wilson or Mr. Taft. And if men of
their size and abilities do not believe in prohibition, the Liberal
thinks it is the course of wisdom
to counsel the people hereabouts
to adopt the healthy, sane,
instead of one or the other
extreme in attempting to adjust
our local problems.
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SCHOOL NOTES
Winona Wagon For Sale: Good
J hree and
The repular monthly mretinp; as new.
of the School Patron's Society of axle. Price $37.50. Enquire at
Lordsburpr, was
at the Liberal office.
school house, Wednesday, JanCOPRT OF THK SIXTH
uary 12, 1916, at 4:00 o'clock. IN THK niSTRICT
IMSTKICT
OI' THK STATE ()V
A constitution was adopted and Jl'IMCIAI.
MIÍXICO. WITHIN AND FOR THr
OV
NTY
GRANT.
COI
ensuing
officers elected for the
) .,,
year. Those elected were: for Charlie Lee.
. .. ... .,
acuoti o.
Flnintlff
President, J. H. McClue.
vs.
Mrs A. Lewis, Secretary, MrsD. L. Sellards, .Treasur- I.illinn Chung Lee, Notice of Temlnncy of Suit
er, Mrs. It. B. Ownby,. Three The nnm-- nnmed defendnnt hereby notified
n civil action in divorce hn hern commenced
standing committies are to be thnt
hrr in the nttove entitled court nnd nction
appointed by the president, to nirninst
bv the ntKive mimed pliiinttfT. Charlie Chung, I.ce
nltriring ns rrouurls for sntd action that thf
serve for one year. The
drfemlnnt without jut cmise hfis nbnmloner
the court for n decree
are: Finance, Social and phiintifT, nnd prnving
IrmkIs of matrimony

BANISHING

PRELUDE

accounts in

1

Paso.

$6,000,000

Deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.
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Make Your Headquarters at the

Hotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
S

Steam Heat. Hot and Cold Water. Electric lights.
PRIVATE BATHS. REASONAHLE HATES v

t Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining
XVVVVVVVVVVVV VVVVVVVVVVVMIVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWX
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SOLDIERS

in lie

TIMES

SUFFER

But not like that old house
of yours suffers for paint.
PAINTING done by a qualified Painter, not a Dauber.

The best quality of paints used.
Give your house or barn a treat.
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Always The Best
Of What?
Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

Olifton Ear
J. S. BROWN, Proprietor

MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

Insurance
Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen' j, Connecticut
HOME, PA LET I NB

Your Business Solicited

WHITE and ANDREWS
Attorneys at

I,w

WASHINGTON J.flAN & TRUST BIIII.DINC
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Rpeclnl attention to public Ijiml and Miiilnir crises before the GencrnI I,mid office nnd Interior
Department.
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS

wvwwwwwvvvwvwvwvx
I Dr. R. E. BUVENS I
I DENTAL SURGEON.Office: Brown Block
J
ryrnmid St.
i
-

Permanently Located.

$

NEW MEXICO.

LOUDSnt'HO.

Xvwvwwwwwwwwvwvx

I Feed & Livery Stable Í
Í JONES & BURNS
Boanllnir stock (riven (rood addition.
Trangfurrliiir and Uruyat:e.

,

PHONE

H--- 2

Contractors & Builders

Jack Heather
Contractor and Builder
Plans and Estimating

S'3E4

Free

Brick, Concrete and all Classes
of Construction Work.

Bungalows built on
Installment Plan

Biiier

McSwain

Wm.

All classes of carpentering and
concrete work.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

,

Before you build,

Out-of-to-

talk it over with me
jobs accepted

Box 250

Lordsburg, New Mex.

friOiiO""flh""""0
REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

f

Leaves Lordsburg Wednes- dav and Saturday mornings
wiLii man. opeciai aiieuuuu
given to passenger service,
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.

f

Leave calls

at Postoffice.

Lordsburg Cafes
Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Tracks.

Central Sar
Keg

Beer on Tap

Fine Wines and Liquors

Restaurant in Connection
VENDOME

HOTEL BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
W. M. MEANÉY,

REGULAR

Prop.

DINNER

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c;
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

trial and be

convinced.
Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg,

N. M.

Sec. 8, NEViSEVi Sec
293 , R. 16W.,
Sec.
10, SjNWV4.
11, EVÍNWV4,
SWVi
23,
Sec.
Sec.
14.
SEVÍSEV4
EViNEVi
NWViSWVi
SWViNWVi.
Sec 24, T. 293., R.
18,898.41 acres.
17W.. containing
The im

provements on this land consist of house, corrals, wells, water troughs, and surface tank,
value 82.200.00.
Also EViSEVi Sec 8, WV6SWV4 Sec 9, all
of Sec. 16, SV..NW. NEV1SWV4. NWV4SEVÍ.
SMiSEVi Sec. 17, EM1NEI4 Sec 18, NEViNEVi
Sec. 20, NWd, SWViNEVi. NViSEVi. SEV4SEV4

21, SWViSWVi, WViNWVi Sec 22, NEViNWVi Sec 27, NijNEVi Sec. 84, WV4NWV4.
SEViNWVi', NEV4SWV4. NVjSEVi
Sec.
86.
T. 83S.. R. 18W., all of Sec 82, T. 883., R.
17W., all of Sec 84, T. 80S., R. 18W.. EV4- NWVi. SWViNWVi, WViSWVi Sec 26, SEV4-SE4.
Sec 26, EViNEVi. SWViNEVi,
EVjSWVi. NWViSEVi Sec 86. T. 813., R.
20W., all of Sec. 16, WV4. SEVi. WV4NEVÍ Sec
21. T. 2S., R. 20W., NVÍNWVi. SWViNWVi,
NWViSWVi
Sec 11. SEViNEVi. EV4SEV4 Sec
NV4NEV4. SWViNEVi. EV4- 10. SEV4NWVÍ,
SWVi, SWViSWVi
Sec 16, T. 833., R. 18W..
Sec.
8. all of Sec 7. all of Sec 18, all
all of
of Sec 19, T. 833., R. 17W., all of Sec 4, all
of Sec' 23, all of Sec. 24, T. 833., R. 18W., NV4.
NViSWVi, SWViSWVi. SEVi Sec 22, all of Sec
27, all of Sec 83, all of Sec 84, all of Sec
28, T. 333., R. 17W., all of See. 1. all of Sec.
2. all of Sec. 8, all of Sec 10, all of Sec 11,
all of See 12, all of Sec. 13, all of Sec 14. all
of Sec. 16, NViNEVi. SEViNEVi Sec. 22. NWVi
Sec 23, Lots 2. 4, NWVi, NWViNEVi Sec. 24.
T. 843.. R. 20W., WVi. SEVi Sec 7, EV4 Sec.
NWViSWVi
Sec 9,
8. N'jNWVi.
E'j. NViNWVi. EViiSWVi Sec 17, NVi. SWVi.
NWV4SEV4 Sec. 18, Lots 8, 4, 6, 6, Sec 19,
Lots 1, 2. E Vi NWVi, SWViNWVi Sec. 20, T.
343., R. 19 W., all of Sec. 12, WVi Sec, IS,
all of Sec 14, all of Sec. 16, E4 Sec 22, all
of Sec. 28. SWViNWVi, SWVi. WViSEVi. SEVi- SE! Sec 24. nil See. 25. all Sec. 26. NJÍ. N5ÍSEX.
Sec.
SEViSEVi, NWViSWVi. Sec. 27, EV4. SW
84, all of See. 86, all of Sec. 86, T. 83S., R.
19,
Sec.
EMiSWy.
4,
SEVi
8.
20W., Lots
Sec.
SV4
WMiNWVi.
NEVi. SEViNWtt,
20, WVi See. 27, all of Sees. 28, 29, 30, 81. 82,
NVi. NViSWVi Sec. S3. NEViNWVi, WViNWVi.
Sec. 84, T. 883., R. 19W., all of Sees. 6 and S.
T. 843., R. 19W., all of Sec 18, T. 813.. R.
19W.. all ot Sees. 19, 80, 81, T. 323., R. 19W.,
all of Sees. 6. 6, 7, 8. NV,, NWViSWVi. SEy4
Sec. 17, T. 383., R. 19W., all of Sees. 1. 2. 8.
10, 11, 12. 13. 14, EV4. E'jWMt, NWViNWVi
Sec. 16, EVi. EVíiWVi, SWViSWVi Sec. 22. all
of Sees. 23. 24. 26. 26, 27, 84, 86. 36. T. 82S.,
R. 20W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, T. 833.,
R. 20W., NEVi Sec 11, all of Sec 13, all of
Sec 14, NEViNWVi. NViSEVi. SEViSEVi Sec.
16. all of Sec. 16, EMi. SEy4NWVi. EV4SWV4
Sec. 22, all of Sees. 28 and 24, EVi. NWViNWVi,
E'jSWVi Sec 25. NVi. SWVi, NV..SEy4. SWV4-SEy- 4
EVfcSWy Sec.
Sec. 26, EV4. EVjNWVi.
27, EVi, NWVi. EV4SWV4 Sec. 84, NW'4NEy4.
NV4Nwy4, swy4NWVi. wv4swy4, swy4SEVi.
EV'jSEVi Sec 86, all of Sec. 86, T. 813., R.
2flW., containing 61,393.02 ncres. The improve-

Sec

Contractor

&

NOTICK OF PUBLICATION
rUBLIC LAND SALE
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lnd,
State of New Mexico, Santa Fe, New Mex-lDecember 2, 1916.
Notice la hereby Riven that pursuant to the
provisions of an Act of Congress approved
June 20, 1910, the laws of the State of New
Mexico, and the rulo and regulation of the
Stale Land Office, the Commissioner of Public
Lands will offer at public sale, to the highest
bidder, at ten o'clock a. m., on February 25,
1918, in the town of 8ilver City. County of
Grant, State of New Mexico, In front of the
court hoUBe therein, the following- - described
tracts of land, viz:
SW14 Sec. 88, T. 28S., R. 17 W., containing-16acres. There are no Improvements on this
'and.
Also NE'4. EV4NWK..SWÍ4 NWU. Sft Bee.
27, T. 23S., R. 15W., containing
600 acres.
There are no Improvements on this land.
Also NEyNE4 Sec 20, all of Sec. 21, WMi
Sec. 22, NMiNWtt Sec. 28, NEV4NEV4 Sec. 29,
T. 273,, R. 21 W., containing 1120 aeres. There
are no Improvements un this land.
Also WVÍSWV4.
NEy4SWVi, SEV4NWV4.
NWNWVi See. IB. T. 13., R. 20W.. containing 200 acres. The Improvements on this
land consist of house and fencing, value $168.
Also SEli See. 83, T. 293., R. 17W., containing 160 acres. There ure no improvements
on this land.
, NEVi Sec. 83, T.
Also
83S., R. 20W., containing 160 acres.
There
are no Improvements on this land.
Also EH Sec. 18. T. 833., R. 20W, all of
Sec. 18, Lots 1, 2, EV4NWV4. NE4 Sec. 19, T.
333., R. 19W containing 1284.28 acres. There
are no Improvements on this land.
Also Lot. 8, 4, f., , 7, EM,SWV4, SENW4
See. 6,. NEVi 8EV4 Sec. 7, all of See. 9, all
of Sec. 16, 8EV4 Sec 18, all of See. 19, all of
Sec. 20, all of 8;c 2l", all of 8ee. 28, all of Sec.
29. all of Sec. 80, Lots 1. 2, 8, 4, EUjNWVi.
EMiSWVi. NViiSEH. NEV; Sec. 81, all of Sec
32, all of Sec 83, T. 80S., R. 16W., all of Sec
3, all of Sec. 4, all of Sec K, all of Sec. , all
of Sec. 7. N'j, SEV4. NSWVi gee 8. all of
Sec 9, all of Sec 10, all of Sec. 16, all of Sec
16, EM,, SWVi. W!4NW
Sec 17, all of Sec.
18. all of Sec 19, all of See. 20, all of Sec 21,
all of Sec. 22, T. 813., R. 16W., NEViNEVi Sec
29, NEViNWVi Sec 88. SEViSWVi.
NViSWVi
Sec 84, T. 283., R. 17W., Lot 4 Sec 81, T.

ments on this land consist of house, wagon
shed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain room, fencing, value (2300.
Also all of Sec. 82, T. 283.. R. 17W., N'j,
NViSEVi Sec 82, T. 2US., R. 16 W., all of Sec.
1660. SO acreB
2, T. 29S.. R. 17 W.. containing
There are no improvements on this land.
16 W., con80S.,
R.
10,
T.
WV4
Sec
Also
taining 820 acres. The improvements on this
land consist of well, value $600.
No bids will be accepted for less than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the appraised
value thereof, and in addition thereto the bidder must also pay for the improvements which
exiat on the above described lands, at the appraised value.
The above sale of lands will be subject to
the following conditions, vix: The successful
bidders must pay to the Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent holding such sale, one-tenof the prices offered by them respectively
for the land ; four per cent interest in advance
for the balance of auch purchase prices ; the
fees for advertising and appraisement and all
costs incidental to the sale herein, and each
and all of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time of sale,
and which amounts and all of them are. subject to forfeiture to the 8tate of New Mexico
if the successful bidders do not execute contracts within thirty days after contracta have
been mailed to them by the State Land Office ;
said contract to provide fur the payment of
the balance of the purchase prices of said
tracts of land in thirty equal, annual Installments, with Interest on all deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum in advance, paymenta and interest doe on October
1 of each year, and such other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms as may be required by law.
Each of the tracts as described herein will
The Commissioner of
be offered separately.
l'ublic Lands, or his agent holding such sale
reserves the right to reject any and all bids
ottered at said sale. Possession under contracts of sale for the above described tracts
will be given or or before October 1, 1916.
Witness my hand and the official seal of
the State Land Of Ace this 2nd day of Decern
ber, A. D. 19 14.
ROBT. P. ERVEIN
Commissioner of Public Lands
State of New Mexico
First publication, Dec. 10, 1916.
Last publication, Fab. 11,

ARIZONA UNION

The following from the Douglas
International casts a mellow light
on
in Arizona.
A typewritten circular that has
caused considerable
amusement
has been in circulation this morn
ing on the streets. It purports to
give the names of members of the
Bootleggers' Union. The heading
says 'This is to certify that we, the
undersigned, are members of the
Bootleggers' Union.'
The conditions of membership
are as follows:
"First5 You must never refuse
a drink.
"Second. You must be able to
drink wood alcohol without suf
fering any bad effects.
Any Texican joining
Third:
the Union must deny his national13oot-leggin-
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YouVe hit the
right tobacco

ity.

"The fourth clause

spread- - smoke-sunshi-

contans-th- e

names of some well known men
who are noted for their dry pro-

vr

r,

when you fire-u- p
como
Prince Albert in your
old jimmy pipo cr in a
makin's cigarette. And
you know it I Can't get
in wrong with P. A. for it
is made right; made to

In

w

-

rWf7,,r,

"'

L

v.'

í

ne

among men who havo
suffered with scorched

clivities, and they are termed 'in
eligible.'
"A few of the well known ficti
tious names that adorn the paper
as signatures are Bond & Lillard,
Mr. Atherton, Wood Alcohol, John
Dewar Scotch, N. B. Snyder, Sam
Clay, Old Taylor, Old Jordan, and
Johnnie Walker, alias

tongues and parched

The patented
process fixes that and
curs our bite and parch.
All day long you'll sing
how glad you are you're
pals with
throats

"

El Paso a Cattle Center

1

!

tt'a an easy job

ívAíiñ
r.wii.

to chanca thn hipe anrl
color of unsainblu brand
to imitate t!i
Prince
y.lbart ti'J? rod tin, hn
it it impammiLlm to imitate the fiaTorof Prince

Jinn i

ii

illV--
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Albert tobaccol The
patented proco pro UibU
that.

The entrance into the El Paso
Mf
field of Morris & Co., packers of
national fame, is conclusive evi
va
dence of the growing importance of
this city as the center of the livestock industry of the southwest.
With an investment of $100,000
ilxc
smoke
in yards and other cattle handling
company
facilities, the
earlier in
You take this testimony straight from the shoulder, mea
the year became firmly established in the El Paso market and will
You can smoke a barrel of P. A. without a kickl It hands
henceforth play an important part
all the tobacco happiness any man ever dreamed
out
in the development of the livestock
about, it's so smooth and friendly. It's a mighty cheerindustry.
Evtryvihrr'a tobacco in oU
fin I Prince Albert
In view of these developments
ful thing to be on talking-term- s
with your pipe and your ytzu'U
awaiting your cheerful vitit.
and others that have come about in
toppy red bog, Bet
in
it
tongue at the same time but that's what's coming
tit'y red tins, 10c t handaomm
the present year, notably the
pound
r
and
ha' f pound
you
to
sure
you
pin your faith to Prince Albeit
as
bright prospects for the establishand" in that claMsy
pound
humidor
ment of a packing plant, it seems
with eponjre moittener top
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-SaleN. C.
that El Paso will soon become the
it,it ketipt tint tobacco so fit I
greatest primary market in the
United States, a packing center
and a money center for cattlemen.
Packing Plants Coming
EUROPEAN
PLAN
XT T? WT
Build Large Stock Yards
17 T
El Paso's claim as a market will
Uj TT
J. 11. Hi
J JLi 1 JS Hi D KATES J1.00 AND UP
be strengthened by the coming ol
EL PASO, TEXAS
packing plants.
That El Paso
El Paso's facilities for the handwill have packing plants is gener
to Mining and Cattlemen and their families.
ling
particularly
greatCaters
of
livestock
have
been
ally believed.
The start towards
Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred persons Bullet fvr men will Feat
the organization of a company to ly increased by the construction sixty perJbns. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
large
yards
in
build a small plant is already :f
the southern part will seat ninety persons.
made.
jf the Cotton addition by the El
With only a few days of actual Paso Union Stock Yards Company, THIS IS THE BIGGEST LITTLE HOTEL ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL
work the committee raised about
half of the $75,000 necessary to a part of the Morris & Company orbuild and equip the first unit, with ganization. According to a reprea capacity of 200 animals per day. sentative of the company the capa-:ityEight of the ten banks in El Paso
the yards is about 25,000 anare back of the enterprise, besides imals, or- 15,000 cattle and the rea number of El Paso business men
and business men in the Pecos, mainder sheep and hogs. The comMesilla and El Paso valleys. The pany also operates the Santa Fe
enterprise is being fostered by the yards, on the river south of the
Chamber of Commerce and no unión station.
money for promotion purposes will
The Southwestern Yards, operatcome out of the funds subscribed.
ed for some time by the Cameron
Cattle Company, were abandoned
SAN SIMON LAND
in May, but the pens of the Union
Will sacrifice 160 acres of land Stock Yards Company and the
(unimproved) one mile southwest Southern yards are being remodel-a- d
of San Simon. In the artesian belt
at a cost of $2,000. These yards
Southeast quarter section 35. Reas .ire located on the line of the G. II.
onable price and terms. See Farit sl S A. railroad in East El Paso
V. Bush, U. S. commissioner, Lordsrind have a capacity of 3,500 aniF. O. B. LORDSBURG
burg, N. M.
mals.
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The Ford Agency
Roadster, $440.05
Touring Car $490.05

A Full And Complete L'nc of Accessor

At All Times
"Si

I!1

Official Agents For "Pep"

Wet Contenta 15 Finid Practo

For Ipfants and Children.

Daily Stage L'ne Between Lordsburfr, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
-

-

.-

..
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AVeáctable PreparaBoaforAs-
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HUSBAND RESCUED
DESPAIRING WIFE

Always
Bears the

x.r

Signature
of

OpiunMorplime nor ilintfll.

After Foot Tears of Discouraging

Xot Narcotic.

Conditions, Mrs. Bullock Gave

m

Jain Sued;

Up in Despair.

In

Husband

Came to Reseñe.

I had gotten so weak

and

I

ArrftclfómedyforC

Jac Simile

Slgna1

era rink CuitfAttV
NEW v
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0r

Fnr
ilunr
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Thirty Years

could not stand,

At last, my husband got me a bot.Ie of
Cardul, the woman's
menced taking
dose,

üoí.SourStoinal;

I

gave up in despair.

it

tonic, and

I com-

From the very first

could tell it was helping me. I
walk two miles without Its
Catron, Ky. In an Interesting letter tiring me, and am doing all my work."
If you are all run down from womanly
from this place, Airs. Bcttie Bullock
troubles,
don't give up In despair. Try
:
writes as follows
"I suffered for four
1

can now

years, with womanly troubles, and during Cardul, the woman's tonic. It has helped
this time, I could only sit up for a little more than a million women, in Its 50
while, and could not walk anywhere at years of continuous success, and should
At times, I would have severe pains surely help you, too. Your druggist has
sold Cardul for years. He knows what
in my left side.
ell.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Mlw
TNI

CCMTAUR

,

lii ni

OOMMNV,

NEW

VOHft

CITY.

The doctor was celled In, and his treat- it will do. Ask him. He will recomment relieved me for a while, but I was mend it. Begin taking Cardul today.
Xl'. ite to:
Chatvooes MHIrlna Co., l.sdles
soon confined to my bed ajain. After
that, nothing seemed to do

llt.

0

mo any good.

Advisory DDt.. CltjttsiKxisa.
Term., lor iS'l'rciul
itistruct ion n your caií. jnd64-pa- u
book,
Homs
Ti..iiii.ni tar t (Mi.sn." atol ta alsiu w rsvpsr.

WESTERN LIBERAL.

STUDENTS

YALE

ORGANIZE

FIELD

A
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By
A. P. DELANCY

-

Copyright.

1S16,

"

by W. O. Chapman.)

"Mail, sir," reported the office boy,
and placed a pile of miscellaneous
letters on the desk of young Gordon

Lelth,

manager

touse of Waltham

Vale baa completed

lu military preparedness by organizing a battery In which nearly Ave hundred undergraduate have enlisted. It will be equipped with three-Incheld pieces, which are similar In construction to the famous
French 75 millimeter gun. The first gun has Just arrived and has been added to the equipment of the battery. Its
maximum range Is four miles, and It cost, with two limbers and a caisson. $2.500. The Vale battalion consists of four
companies of 138 men each. The government will supply each of theso four companies with four of the above three-incfield pieces, making a battery of 16 guns In all
h

h

ICE VIGIL KEPT UP
American Vessels Patrol Danger Great Britain, 30 per cent, or
Belgium.
and
Zone in Atlantic.
Canada, Denmark, Italy, the NetherAustria-Hungar-

.

lands, Norway. Russia, and Sweden,
2 to 4 per cent each.
This year's
annual report of the coast guard shows
that little Belgium, though almost annihilated as a nation, has paid her 4
per cent toll of $3.431.97 for 1914;
Germany has not yet paid the 15 per
cent due from her for 1914.
Icebergs which menace shipping
break or "calve" off the mother glacier
chiefly In Mie summer preceding their
appearance in the northern lane of
transatlantic steamships, la the rail,
when the northwest gales begin to
blow, the Labrador and East Greenland currents, which How south from
the east and west coasts of Greenland, beconu strong. At St. Jotan'B,
N. F., In November the luhabltauts
judge the weather and predict the
amount of ice to be expected the following season. If It is a bitter fall
and winter, with numerous and heavy
blows from the north and northwest.
the wind will add strength and speed
to the flow of the Labrador and Eat
Greenland currents, and carry ice
south in great bulk and volume.
The first, or "slob," ice usually ap
pears off St. John's in January. This
consists of loose, broken Ice, and is
not dangerous. Heavy sheets of field
ice reach the vicinity of St John's In
early March, and the Grand Batiks
about March 15. This includes, as a
from

Lesson of the Titanio Is Not Forgotten Despite Submarine Disaster
Scout Ships Send Wireless
Warnings Daily.
Washington.

Horrors have multiplied since the Titanic, plying westward on her maiden voyage, struck
"pan Ice" off the Grand Banks of New
Poundland and sank In four hours.
The Lusitanla. the Arabic, the Ancona,
and other ships by the score have
paid the toll of accident and war.
until, now.' there are added to the
lives lost upon the Titanic thousands
more, including hundreds of Amerl
cans, who have perished recently In
the North Atlantic.
The Titanic carried down 1.600
souls, the Lusitanla 1,100. In death-cosice holds the record over war,
over lire, over collision, and over hurricane. Just as the war in a measure
forced development of methods of protecting the commercial shipping of the
Atlantic from submarines, the Titanic
diaiiRter forced the development of
methods of protecting these main ar
torios of world-tradand travel from
t

e

Ice.
Ice patrol in the North Atlantic is
one of the principal duties of the
United States coast guard as reorganized, expanded, and transformed into

a military service under the present

-
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"The French were delighted with the

j

I

dogs, and I was entertained by all the
big people In Paris, while the Comte
Leon Tinseau, one of the greatest lit
terateurs In France and a member of
the Legion of Honor, wrote a long ar

ticle about them for the paper, the
Flambeau.

Kenneth Mart, Mr. Allan's compan
ion, stayed In France to Join an American ambulance.
Asked how many races he won with
his wonderful dogs, Mr. Allan said that
he won three firsts, three seconds and
two thirds of the big races, but that
in the others his teams were always
"in the money."
Asked how much money was bet
and won and lost In these races, he
declined to go into any estimates, but
stated that in 1909, when the race was
over he had won $10,000 and two sil
ver cups. His friends upon that occa
slon gave him a gold watch, suitably
inscribed, which he still wears.
The approximate value ot the pack
dog.
"Although I won't be there this of dogs that went to France may be
spring." be said, "and although have estimated from the fact that $10n
taken some of the best raving dogs in apiece was offered for those that came
Alaska to the fighting front In France from Alaska.
the dog races in Alaska will go on jus'
the same, for there are more dogs
CONFERRING THE RED HAT
where these that took across the At
lantic came from.
"If I went back home to Nome now
I would have to take a chance on getting a dog team to take me about thirteen hundred miles."
Mr. Allan is In the hardware busl
ness in Nome.
"I sold only 27 of my own dogs to
the French government," he said, "and
bought the remainder making a hun
dred and eight dogs in all. from the
r - i b. j
Eskimos.
.
"These were loaded on special cars
rnd guarded by soldiers all the wav
till we came to Quebec. Here our
pack was Increased to four hundred
and forty by a consignment of other
Eskimo dogs from the Lake St John
region and from Clark City. Labrador,
till we sailed on the steamer Poniera
nlan with four hundred and forty of
400-mil- e
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them.
"On the way from Nome to Quebec
fed the Alaskan dugs on salmon
their natural food, but afterward we
cooked food for all of tbeni and had
four and a half tons of dog biscuits
made up specially for them to keep
them from getting hungry on their
way across
"Sleighs and harness were brought
from Alaska for the 108 dogs, but the
equipment for the other 300 was all
made In Quebec before the expedition
I

Mrs. French recently gave a lecture
at Hot Springs, Va., on the wor of
the French Ked Cross, primarily ar- started.
"I bad Ave men with me In addition
ranged as an honor for President Wilson and his bride, but tbey felt tbey to Kenneth Mart to take care of them.
It would not and although the weather was bad at
could not attend
be consistently neutral to attend an times, when the waves rolled over the
entertain' lent devoted exclusively to deck and broke some of the kennels
did not lose a single one.
on t'.de :t the war.
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This photograph was taken In the
Beatification hall of the Vatican at
Rome during the ceremonies attending the elevation of four new cardinals. Pope Benedict is seen giving
the red bat to Cardinal Qusmlnl

GAS.
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five minutes.
Time It! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heart-

burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape'i DIapersin is noted for ita
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It Is the surest, quickest and most certain Indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
' Please for your sake, get a larga
t
case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach,
right Don't keep on being miserable
life Is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
y
Bat what you like and digest it;
it, without dread of rebellion In
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs In your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis 'or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it Is handy to glva
the quickest relief known. Adv.
fifty-cen-

en-Jo-

g

O. U.'s."

Trying the Jury.
"What is the status of that murder
case you are on?"
"Counsel for the defense has convicted all us Jurymen of being the sons
of parents, and intimates that we will
be criminals If we don't let his client

"Done!" and the fellow produced a
pack ot cards and began shuffling
them.
A strange expression came Into the
eyes of Gordon Lelth. He drew his
coat closer to conceal a dangling ornament attached to his watch chain.
as If that might betray a vital secret
It was a prize given to the champion
of a leading whist club in his college
days. He had not touched a card for
two years, but in the old days! a
memory of his conquests gave him
nerve and confidence.
' Only the click swish ot the bits ot
pasteboard, the quick breathing of the
gamester as, two points scored for
himself and nine for his opponent, he
threw down his hand, confessing
and passed over the I. O. U.'s.
Silently Leith walked from Number
27. From beyond the drapery of Num
ber 28 stepped Mr. Merrlam!
"Deceiver! Gamester! Hypocrite!"
he voiced, his eyes flaming, his scorn
withering. "I have traced you to your
You are unmasked and
haunts!
Vera shall know!"
Gordon Leith paled. Startled, he un
consciously dropped the bundle of I.
O. U.'s from his hand. With bowed
head he passed from the place. Mr.
Merrlam. picked up the papers. One
glance and he staggered back, overcome. The facts were revealed he
read the name of his son and knew
the truth.
'What's the row, governor?" chirped
the gamester, appearing on the scene.
'I have wronged a true and .noble
man," uttered Mr. Merrlam. "Tell me
all of this affair and I will reward

"That'a Me."
he placed the letters in the trays of
the various departments
"hello!
what's this?"
Lelth stared hard and looked confused and startled, as ne read the
words:
"It will be for your own good to
meet me at 2 p. m. Tuesday, at
Gregory's cafe. It's a safe place and
I will be in No. 27. Bring along the you."
The gamester glibly, coarsely stated
cash to take up those I. O. U.'s, or the
capital for a new round of revenge, the facts as he understood them. Mr.
or I'll blow the thing to your bosses Merrlam guessed the vast sacrifice
that Leith had made, even in the face
and you'll lose your place.
ot being disgraced accepting mutely
"DAVENAL."
"Why!" breathed Lelth in sheer the onus of degradation not his por
amazement, "what does this mean, tion.
Vera Merrlam within four days
anyhowT
Where is the envelope?
There must be some mistake. Here Mrs. Gordon Lelth never knew of the
It is the mischiet! At it again and episode. Harry Merrlam knew of it.
for his father charged him with his
worse than ever!"
Leith allowed the ietter to drop to misdemeanors when he returned to
the desk as he scanned the direction the city.
But Harry Merrlam was a changed
on the envelope: "Mr. Harry Merman, and a realization of the brave
rlam."
The brother, of Vera! It was meet loyalty of a true friend strengthened
that Lelth should be interested and his determination to forever evade the
natural that he should be anxious and pitfalls that had nearly engulfed him.
troubled. He had been a friend and
guiño to Harry Merrlam.
He had FROM BABYLONIAN WISE MEN
helped, guided and shielded the bright
natured but impetuous young tellow. Came the Division of the Hour as It
Leith had even secured nlm employHas Been Recognized Throughment with the business house ot which
out the Centuries.
he was manager in order that he
might watch and direct him.
The division of an hour into sixty
Mr. Merrlam was a stern, austere minutes is of ancient Babylonlc origin
man and it had cost both money ana and has survived the reforms applied
patience to control the peccadillos of to notation in the course of the
the younger Merrlam.
world's progress. Along with the decMore recently Harry seemed to have imal system in ancient Babylon there
turned over a new leaf, in order to was the sexagesimal system based upget him away from his old associates, on the count by sixties and originatonly the week previous Lelth had sent ing In the discovery that there is no
him on a selling tour. Now an echo number whlcli has so many divisors
Of the past, defections of Harry had as sixty.
It can be divided without
come to the surface as a menace. With remainder by 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20
all his influence, Leith doubted if his and 3d.
Babylonians divided the sun's path
employers would retain Harry when
parasangs, the latinto twenty-fou- r
they learned of his gambling habits.
Ah! at all hazards the changed ter representing about four and one-hal- f
miles. The astronomers ot that
course of the weak and struggling
must not be crossed! Leith arrived day compared the progress of the sun
at a speedy decision.' He winced as during one hour to the progress made
be realized the great sacrifice be was by a good walker during the same pecalled on to make. Then his lips, drew riod of time, each accomplishing one
firm and resolute. He forgot all save paraaang.
The whole course of the sun was
the urgency of the moment, tossed the
parasangs, or SCO degrees,
letter on his desk, picked up his hat twenty-fou- r
and hurried from the office, leaving and each parasang or hour was subword that he Mould return in an hour divided into sixty minutes.
Hlpparchus, the Greek philosopher,
Fifteen minutes later Mr. Merrlam
called, according to appointment. He who lived 150 B. C. introduced the
was shown into the ofllce of the man Babylonian hour Into Europe, and,
ager, where be decided to await ills carried along by traditional knowlreturn. Almost the first thing that edge down through the middle ages, It
met his eye was the open note that survived the French revolution, which
Lelth bad received. Twice he read it endeavored to reduce every measure
That proud lip of his drew closer, his to decimal system ot reckoning, so
stern eye took to its depths a steely that the measure of time continues
glint. He memorized the address sexagesimal or Babylonian.
given in the missive, arose and start
ed from the place, a smoldering vol
Odd Invention.
cano of wrath.
miss Katherine Mlnehart, a PhiladelMeanwhile Gordon Lelth had gone phia woman, has patented a new form
to bis bank. He had saved up over of handbag which is capable of being
two thousand dollars. He drew an converted into a seat. When opened
even nail ot this. Then he proceeded one part of the contrivance serves as
straightway in search oi this threaten a seat, while another forms a support
ing Davenal. Leith bad no difficulty for the back.
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"Rape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in

go."

SALTS IF BACKACHY OR
KIDNEYS TROUBLE YOU
Eat Less Meat If Your Kidneys A rent
Acting Right or If Back Hurt or
Bladder Bothers You.
When you wake up with backache
and dull misery In the kidney region
It generally means you have been eating too much meat, says a
authority. Meat forms uric acid which
overworks the kidneys in their effort
to filter it from the blood and they become sort ot paralyzed and loggy.
When your kidneys get sluggish and
clog you must relieve them like yon
relieve your bowels; removing all the
body's urinous waste, else you have
backache, sick headache, dizzy spells;
your stomach sours, tongue is coated,
and when the weather Is bad you have
rheumatic twinges.
The urine is
cloudy, full of sediment channels often get sore, water scalds and yon are
obliged to seek relief two or three
times during the night
Either consult a good, reliable physician at once or get from your pharmacist about four ounces of Jad Salts;
take a tablespoonful in a glass of
water before breakfast for a few days
and your .kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts is made from the
acid of grapes and lemon juice, combined with lithla, and has been used
for generations to clean and stimulate
sluggish kidneys, also to neutralize
acids in the urine so it no longer Irritates, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts is a life saver for regular
meat eaters. It is Inexpensive, cannot
injure and makes a delightful, effervescent Uthia-wate- r
drink. Adv.
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REAL DOGS OF WAR

administration. It Is a task which
was formally assigned to the United
States by the International Maritime
Conference at London soon after the
Titanic disaster.
Scotty Allan Took 103 From
The duty of providing the patrol
Alaska to France,
devolves solely upon the United
States, though the expense is prorated among the nations using the Gives Interesting Description of Trip
North Atlantic In the proportion of
to War Trenches With His "Huspassenger travel by nationalities The
kies" Says French Soldiers
cost for the fiscal year 1914 amounted
Like Them.
to $S.r,79a, of which France. Germany,
and the I nited States are obligated to
"Scotty" Allan, the
Montreal.
pay 15 per cent, or Í12.8C9.ÍT8 each;
world's champion driver of Eskimo
racing dogs, whoBe thrilling exploits
winter races
In
MRS. SETH BARTON FRENCH overthethefamous
frozen wilds of Alaska have
been a feature of Ufe in the Northland
for years, arrived In Montreal from
France and is on his way to California,
where his family are spending the winter, two of his daughters being In college at Berkeley.
"Scotty" has capped all his former
exploits by conveying to the firing line
400 of his famous malamutes from
Alaska and Labrador without losing a

importing

& Co.

Lelth only nodded. He was In a
pleasant dream and did not want to
be disturbed. In four days he was to
marry Vera Merrlam. Ho had every
thing to be thankful for. Her father
was wealthy and stood high socially.
Recently Waltham & Company had
raised his salary. Everything was harmonious and lovely. Even gruff, digni
fied prospective father-in-lawas
seemingly pleased at the approaching
wedding. Was be not coming in that
afternoon to talk over the final ar
rangements for it with Lelth?
"Routine," observed Lelth, at length
arousing Yrom his happy reverie. "All
light there will be only three days
more of It. Then for a two weeks' delightful honeymoon."
In a perfunctory way Lelth took up
the paper knife and silt the envelopes
before him. Then he began taking
out their contents.
"Order," he tallied them off "complaint, request for new price list," and

'

rule, pan Ice, or low lying, heavy, thick
sheets, and the first of the large Icebergs. From March 15 until June 15
the bergs, the pan ice, and "growlers,"
(small bergs.) threaten the transatlantic steamship lines.
Two stanch cutters are assigned by
the coast guard to Ice patrol duty from
February to July. Each cutter patrols
the Ice regions for a continuous period
of fifteen days.
The cutters make
their base at Halifax, N. S., and it Is
a three-darun from Halifax to the
tail ot the Grand Banks, or the southeastern fringe of the huge shoal in
the ocean which lies off Cape Race,
where their work begins.
The ship lanes from Boston and
New York to all European ports pass
Just below the tall of the Grand Banks
and, upon the eastward voyage, turn
abruptly to the northeaBt Just a little
southeast of the tail of the Grand
It Is for a distance of ap- Banks.
proximately a hundred miles on either
side of the point of this turn that the
chief danger lies.
Arrived In the danger zone, the pa- trol boat searches for the large bergs
icefields, and growlers, finds their po- sillón and rate oi arm, ana nounes
all approaching steamships of these
facts in detail. At six o'clock every
evening the ocean, so to speak, is
hushed for the United States' ice warnings; that Is, the use of the air for
wireless Is reserved by common con
sent to the ice scouts for half an hour.
Messages are dispatched to all vessels
plying these seas giving the exact location of the southernmost Ice and of
every dangerous berg, pan, or grow
ler sighted.

of the

übii

the Gregory rafe. Its upper story had partitioned off compartments. Number 27 contained an indi,
vidual, coarse-faced- ,
iis sat
leisurely smoking a cigar.
"Are you' Davenal T' demanded
Lelth, facing him.
"That's me," nodded the otber Insolently.
Lelth passod beyond the drapery ot
the doorway and sat down at a little
table opposite the gamester.
"I came in behalf of your victim,
young Harry Merrlam,"
be spoke
sternly. "He is out of the city and I
appear In his stead. You demand a
thousand dollars from him."
"Honestly owed, yes."
"You made a provision," went on
Leith steadily, "that he can have his
revenge. Does that hold?"
The gamester studied his visitor
keenly. Then be replied:
"Righto!"
"I know but one game ot cards,"
proceeded Lelth.
"And what is that?"
"Whist. I will stake one thousand
dollars cash against those I. O. U.'s,
game ten points."
The gambler smiled. To his point
respectable-appearinof view this clear-eyeLeith seemed easy prey. He
was, too, nettled at the manifest contempt evinced by Leith and longed to
give him a trimming.
"And if you ldBe?" questioned Dave
nal coolly.
"Then I give you a check for another
thousand dollars and redeem the L
In locating

well-know- n

A Good Excuse.
Judge What excuse had you for
drinking?
Prisoner I was dry, your honor.

IS CHILD CROSS,
FEVER SH

so
U1U1I

Mother! If tongue
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."

Look,

I

I

is

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result Is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggUh, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
croEs, half-sicfeverish, don't eat,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue Is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" because It Is perfectly
harmless; children love It, and it nev
er falls to act on the stomach, live
and bowels.
Ask at the store for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
ot all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adr.
Caught.
He How is it you have never married?
She You never asked me before.
Not
make u
ynur Rye
After the
toll your
Chicago,

Gray Hairs bat Ttrd Ejm
look older tlian we are. Keep
young and you will look young.
Moviea Murine Your Kyea. Don t
age. Murine Eye Remedy Co.,
Bends Eye Book on request

Thoughtless.
"Didn't the fire spoil your party?"
"Oh! dreadfully. Not one ot the firemen was In evening dress."
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Metal Market Prices.
Spnlter, St. Louis 116.00.
Copper, casting
22.G2.
Lead, New York I5.Í0.

Bar sliver

Bridal Wreath

pattern. Leam all about this grand offer and about the
Cocí pon
Nine Kinds of Macaroni Products

Send
for Full
Information
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Few people realize to what extent their
health dependa upon the condition of the
kidneyi.
The physician in nearly all cases of serious illneaa, makes a chemical analysis
of the patient's urine. He knows that unless the kidneya are doing their work
properly, the other organs cannot readily
be brought back to health and strength.
When the kidneys are neglected or
abused in any way, serious results are sure
to follow. Therefore, it is particularly
necessary to pay more attention to the
health of these important organs.
An ideal herbal compound that has had
remarkable success as a kidney remedy is
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-RooThe mild and healing influence of this
preparation, in most cases, is seon realized, according to sworn statements and
verified testimony of those who have used
the remedy.
When your kidneys require attention,
get Swamp-Roo- t
at once from any pharmacy. It is sold by every druggist in bottles of two sizes 50c and $1.00.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation, send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Iiinghamton, N. Y., for a
ample bottle. When writing be sura and
mention this paper. Adv.

small box ot Barbo Compound, and H i.t. of
glycerine- - Apply to the hair twloe a
until It becomes the desired shade. AnyJrug-gis- t
can put this up or you can mix It at
home at very little cost. It will gradually

darken streaked, faded gray hair and removes dandruff. It is excellent for falling
hair and will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
It will not color the scalp, is not stluky or
greasy, and does not rub oil. Adv.

It's a fortunate thing for mankind
Is about three
that the
fool-kille-

r

score and ten
his work.

t.

Left Behind.
"How do you like Chugson?"

"Not at all."
"Why, he speaks well of you."
"Perhaps he does, but he's always
disparaging my motor car."
"Aren't you mistaken about that?"
"Certainly not. I've had to take hlB
dust too many times."

'

Weeks

of

ore

were

Tablets

A guaranteed remedy for Colds and
La Grippe Price 25c of your druggist.
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.

Hazarding a Guess.
Howe Don't you know anything
agout golf?
Wise Not much. Why?
Howe What's a bunker? Do you
know?
Wise I suppose It's one of those
cranks that simply live on the links.
s.
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SLUGGISH BOWE
No sick

is

headache, sour stomach,

biliousness or constipation
by morning.

LOSING
THOUSANDS,
shipped frtm Court'.nnd to the Doug THOUGH
CZAR'S FORCES FAIL TO GAIN,
las smelter during December.
The opening of 1916 has witnessed
SAYS VIENNA REPORT.
no slacking down In. the Warren district production of the red metal.
Newspaper I'nlim News Serviré.
The assessment work of the De- Western
London, Jan. 18. The Turks were
troit and Shannon Copper compnnles.
In the district where the miners are attacked by both Russians and British. In the Caucasus the Russians,
on strike, has been completed.
Leonard Brooks, who has been do- - greatly reinforced, were on the offenIng assessment work on claims about j sive along a front of almost a huntwo miles west of Miami, reports dred miles, while In Mesopotamia the
that he has struck a body of azurite British have forced the retirement of
the Ottoman troops along both banks
of extraordinary richness.
of the Tigris river to the south of
Over 600,000 pounds of copper were
and Btlll are closely
produced at the Humboldt plant o'
on the east and the
the Consolidated Arizona Smelting pressing them
Company during December, accord- - i north.
Successes for the Russians in the
lng to the manager's report.
fighting in Persia also are claimed by
At the outset of 1916 a year of Petrograd.
splendid promise for the, mining In- The Russian offensive, resumed In
terests of Arizona Yavapai county force after a brief halt, apparently Is
enters upon what bids fair to be the being pressed with more determinamost prosperous cycle In Its mining tion than before.
hiBtory.
Reports of the fighting so far have
come only from Vienna, but these inNew Mexico.
dicate that the attacks against the
The Vera Cruz Mining Company, Austrian lines were of a desperate
with properties at Nogal, is becoming character, the Russians repeatedly
very active after a lapse of some sev- charging In serried lines, a dozen de?p,
en or eight years.
only to be repulsed each time witli
An unj3ually rich gold Btrike is re- frightful losses, according to the Ausported at the Aztec mine west of Ci- trian official statement.
This report adds that the attacks
marron. Ore is said to have been
taken out that was worth as much as have not netted the Russians an inch
of territory.
$1 a poend.
The Austrian statement
says'
Traces of oil are reported to hnve
been found In the deepening of the "Fighting in the Toporontz district
Las Cruces municipal well. Oeologl-ca- l and east of Rarenozle is more bitter
formations In the neighborhood than ever. Russian columns of a
are said to tavor the occurrence of many as twelve to fourteen lines deep
attacked our positions at some places
oil.
H. S. Hanner of White Oaks Is four times end at others six times,
remaking $1,000 a day from his mino, but the desperate contests always
in their repulse, frequently with
where he has sixty men taking out sulted
fighting.
tungsten ore, according to a state- the bayonet in
appalling.
been
have
"Russian
losses
ment Made by him in El Paso
More than 1,000 dead Russians were
counted before the positions of one
brigade."
Wyoming.
In Montenegro the Austrlans, folThe Occidental Gold Mining Com- lowing up their capture of Cettinle,
pany In the Hurricane district has are pursuing the depleted forces of
completed its second dam and is King Nicholas and have made addimaking all possible headway tovord tional captures.
active placer mining In the earlv
It is declared that King Nicholas
spring.
and his army and people will conAbout two miles northeast from tinue to fight until the last man.
Superior are the Lenclte hills, which
The Montenegrin government is
are made up largely of Igneous rocks now at Scutari, according to an unAdvices
in the form of volcanic necks, sheets official report at Berlin.
intruded into the stratified rockB, 'trd from Rome tay thnt the Italian cabdikes cutting across the sedimentary inet has begun plans for giving adestrata Associated with these intru- quate ajsistance to Montenegro an I
sive rocks are volcanic cones and Serbia, but tho tinture of this aid and
lava flow". These rocks have long the manner In which it will be given
been objects of scientific interest be- is not stated.
cause of their s unusual character.
Lately they have attracted additional Big Stock and Horse Show Opens.
Denver. Pedigreed stock from evinterest by reason of the potash-ricmineral, leucite, they contain, which, ery section of the country, estimated
may some day be utilized If a process In the aggregate to be worth $1S,000,-000- .
of which $1,0(!0,000 represents the
can be found for extracting tho pothorses tiiat
ash cheaply. It has been estimated vnlue of the
that the Igneous rocks of the Leucite have won prizes at the greatest shows
hills contain more than 197,000,vO0 n the country, were at the Denve.-Uniostockyards when the tenth antons of potash.
nual National Livestock and Horse
hand-to-han-

Austro-Hungaria-

n

h

Get a
box now.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
out
and keep them out with
Cascareis.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomach.
Don't put In another day of distress.
Let Cascareis cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting, food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison In the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
straightens you
A Cascaret
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A
box from
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Children love Cascaret because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
Brown

The Best Excuse.
Ignorance of the law

ex-

cuses no one.
Smith Quite so. It is much better
Borne men don't have to fly very
to be rich and hire good lawyers.
high to live up to their ideals.

Show opened

Colorado.

president and manFlag Gold Mining
and Milling Company, with claims in
the richest portions cf the Brecken-ridgand Cripple Creek district, ha",
an active program cf development
mapped out for 1916.
The Vindicator Consolidated
Gold
Mining Company expects to add flotation units at each of Us Cripple
Creek concentration plants
remaining values from the mill tail-

A. E. Blakesley,
age.- of th: Blue

e

ings.

Monday.

Wright Denies New Trial for Bulger.
Denver. Col. James C. Bulger, who
was found to be sane by a Jury in
the West Side Court, and who is sentenced to die the week of Feb 27,
was denied a motion for a new trial
before Judge William D. .Wright.
FOUR KILLED AND TEN INJURED.
UnExplosion on Submarine
dergoing Repairs In New York,
Nsw Ycrk. Four men were kill id
and ten others injured, five dnnr;r-ously- .
in an explosion on the submarine E2 whilj the craft was
repairs In
at the Nsw
York navy yard.
One of the men
MI'ed was sn enlisted electrician nd
the other three civilian workers At
least three of the ten in hospitals are
not exrectod to live.
Although the detonation was terrl
ic, the submarine itielf from the outside shows none of, the effects of the
explosion, the second fatal accident of
its kind in the history of the United
States navy. The Interior apnara'u
wps badly Eluittered.
A ladder was
blown up thtough the conning tower
avid fell 150 feet away.

In

E-- 2

It is reported from Central City
that on every 1,000 shares In the
Cashier Gold Mining and Redrct'on
Company which operates the Pittsburg mine in lower Russell gulch, a
dividend of $15 has been paid.
Salt Lake capital, known as the
Colorado-UtaMining pnd Operating
Company, which has a liberal lease on
the Golden Tleece group, near Lal-City, Hinsdale county, bos erected a
concentration plant and will give the
old tellurium bonanza another "place
in the sun."
In the La Plata district, southwAst
of Durango, strikes of rich ore Pre
reported in the Valley View group
which paid two per cent monthly on
$1.000,000 In 1911 and up to the ti ne
Taps Sounds for Veteran.
when litigation set In with the May
St. Louis. Col. It. M. Powell, the
Tay owners, over some 200 feet of
la- -t
Bur'. lving commander of Itood'd
ore veins, estimated to contain
in gold and silver. The suit rifth Texas brigade of the Confedérete army, died of pneumonia.
was compromised In 1914.
e

53

1

1

llü WIIUUI I lUill
Tells the Story

I

of Western Canada's Rapid Progress
The heavy crops in Western Canada have caused
new records to be made in the handling of grains
by railroads. For, while the movement of these
heavy shipments has been wonderfully rapid, the
resources of the different roads, despite enlarged
equipment and increased facilities, have been
strained as never before, and previous records
have thus been broken in all directions.
The largest Canadian wheat shipments through New York ever knr-rare reported for the period up to October 15th, upward of lour a.id
quarter million bushels being exported In less than six weeks.
and this was but the overflow of shipments to Montreal, through which
point shipments were much larger than to New York.
Yields as high a 60 bushels cf wheat per acre are reported from all
part of the country; while yields of 45 bushels per acre are common.
Thousands of American farmers have taken part in this wonderful pro
auction. Land prices are Mill low and free homestead lands sre easily secured
In auod localities, convenient to churches, schools, markets, railways, etc
n

11

Tk.r. I.
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SMS--

Via

war

t.

Avertable

I...

... .. c.acr.s.l.a.

Write for Illustrated pamphlet, reduced railroad rates and other
information to Superintendent luuniifralion, Ottawa.
Canada, or
.
W. V. BENNETT

Eoom4,Bss BldgOmsha.Neb.
Csnadiaa Government Agent

4
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Prouiolcs Ditfcslion.ClieerfiiF
ness mid Rest. Contains neither
Omiiin.Morpliine nurMiiirraL

Nakcotic.

ftxipffuki Dr.siiiuprrurpQ

Sd "

Pumpkin
ALv Senna

JtotlulU

JU

SIU

latoraUSoJk

J

HMnsWit Wtsir- A pcrTfcl Remedy forCmisfípií

tlon. Sour StoiiinctiDiiirrhiKa.
Worms. Feverish ness and.
Sigiutlinv
s

e--t

vJ'

Loss of Sleep

fr.S

Thirty Years

The Centaur Comhmcí.

i

For Over

of

NEW YORK.

ÍP
liMl

sr.

Exact Copy ol Wrapper

tms osnrrsun loswmt, new voasi

err.

The Time.
That Camping Trip.
"Have good weather on your camp"Sometimes you have to hit a man
to make him keep quiet, so that you ing trip?"
"You bet!"
can save him from drowning.'"
"Yes, and the time to do it is when
"There were enough sunny days to
dry out all the bed clothes before the
he first begins to rock the boat."
next rain came."
Youthful Diplomat.
"My last office boy was a wonder.
Ten smiles fnr a nickel. Aiwa ra buy Red
Cross Hug Blue; have beautiful, cl;iir
I'm sorry I lot hlni."
white
clothes. Adv.
"Very efficient, 1 suppose?"
"Oh, he couldn't lick a stamp withSimilar, But Different.
out making a mess of it, but when it
Miss Sycamore (of Terre Haute)
came to explaining things to my wife
over the telephone I have never seen Walter, you may bring me some deviled crabs.
his equal."
I'll have
Miss Emersou (of Boston)
some sntanized crustaceans, also.
8AVED MINISTER'S LIFE.
Rev. W. H. Warner, Frederick. Md,
"My trouble was Sciatica.
My. back was affected and took the
I also bad
Neu
form of Lumbago.
ralgia, cramps in
my muscles, pressure or sharp pain
on the top of my
head and nervous
dizzy 'spells I bad
symptoms
showing that my
Kidneys
were at
fault, bo 1 look D odd's Kidney Pills.
They were the means of saving my
life."
Dodd's Kidney Pills. 60c per box at
your dealer, or Dodd's Medicine Co.,
Buffalo. N. Y. Dodd's Dyspepsia Tab
lets for Indigestion have been proved
50c per box.
Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and
recipes for dainty dlalies. All 3 sent
free. Adv.

writes:

J-

-

other

Speed Mania.
"How are you getting along with
Miss Gadson . '
"I think I'm ahead of all the other
fellows so far, as I have the fastest
motor car in town."
"I see."
"But I'll be out of the race If she
ever gets acquainted with a fellow
r
aeroplane."
who owns a
high-powe-

FOR BABY

IY1ETZ

Gliddea Tour Winnr

5 Passenger, Gray & Q
Davis, Electric Lights

and Starter, 25 H. P.
Greatest bill rllmber ; 28 to 30 mllex on I iralloo
fcMftu

fTHHoline.
nillen iiu one cms of lire.
Btewart Speeilotneu-r- , one man mtiha.tr top, !
In. wheel lHHe, &:il Im-- tlrea. weight l.ntsj
MKTZ DiM.rthtitorM
thiiiihIh.
for Colorado,
New Mexico, Wyoming and Western Nubraaka

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

live:

RASHES

Denver, Colorarlo

agents wanted
t

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That's Why You're Tired--OHave No Appetite
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
in a few days. JT

f

They

their

dor -

duty

i-

CureConjr
Wr

atinarían

ut

of Sorts

j Carters!

f

J fITTLE

VV.
JkíSy c

Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMAL1

PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,

Genuine

must bear

Signature

Cutlcura Soap Is Best Because 8o
Soothing and Cooling. Trial Free.
If baby

Is

troubled with rashes,

ec-

PifEELEV
LM INSTITUTE

zemas, itchings, chafings or hot. Irritated skin follow Cutlcura Soap bath
with light application of Cutlcura Oint- COR. EIGHTEENTH AND CURTIS
8TS.
ment to the affected part. Nothing so
DENVER, COLO.
soothing, cooling and refreshing when
Liquor and Drug Addictions
he is fretful and sleepless.
by s scientific owrse of medication.
Free sample each by mall with Book. cured oniy
place in Colorado where the
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L, The
Genuine Kceley Rt .iedies are administered.
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
book of, esettang; wan)
In, Lraa
CahJ
Octia 101 rice """rs
no eommlSHlon
stHteK: aal
MCl.MtSS
HI ttKK
4H'S. k.iI.MM4ar Waj., Im,m, l'la
An Explanation.
"How much the buby looks like his
W tea K. C.lemea,
jwvfr.Vt aaliuiirton,
father!"
aVfl
sra Ia sil IB eW I'atfnt
j, c,
hook. Ires.
"It's only the weather. The child Bate reasonable. Ulsbeai seferenoea. steMavrvaxa.
Is usually bright, cheerful and band
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
some."
dtn-ot-

OATE'ITC
CJ

IS AN

Atvti-eapr- t

WHY "ANURIC"

INSURANCE

AGAINST SUDDEN DEATH!

Sufferers from Backache, Rheumatism and Kldnei Trouble

Before an Insurance Company will
take a rlak nn vnur HfA the examlnlns?
Heavy production was made in Dephysician will test the urine and report whether you are a good risk.
cember from the properties of the Mobi'lzlng Business on War Basis.
When your kidneys get sluggish and
Washington. President Wilson ha
Vindicator Company, the Vind'calor
No. 1 and 2 shafts, the Golden Cycle
work to put Into operation the clog, you suffer from backache,
dizzy spells, or the twinges
and Christmas mines, when 1C0 Inn he outlined in his last message and pains of
lumbago, rheumatism and
rl.
gauge
b ros
cars with total contents to Congress for preparing tha nation's gout. The urine Is often
cloudy, full
approximating 15,000 tons, were con- manufacturing, railroad and other of sediment; channels often get sore
signed to the mill of the Golden Cy- business resources for quick mobiliza- snd sleep is disturbed two or three
cle Mining and Reduction Company tion In case of emergency.
times a night. This Is the time you
should consult some physician of wide
near Colorado Springs for treatment
experience such as Dr. Pierce, of the
At a conservative estimate the gross
Temblors Shake Imperial Vallev.
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
bullion value of the o'-- would appiox-mntYuma, Ariz. A slight earthquake Buffalo, N. Y. Send him 10 cents fur
$379.000, or et the rate of
aroused residents and caused some sample package of his new discovery
r
per year. Averrge "slue
"Anurlc." Write him your symptoms
npprehenKi'tn, but did no damage
ton, $;!(). "0.
and send a sample of urine for tesL
Let-U-

a
n

PivjwmlionfrrAs-siniilnfinjtll-

Food

Ilk?

Always
Bears tho
Signature

PF.R OK NT.

n

dry-doc-

Be happy. LTse Bed Cross Bag Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. AU grocers. Adv.

-3

ALCOHOL-

a

Skinner Manufacturing Co.

d

ld

toni

Know That

Genuino Castoria

;

A Long Spell.
Sometimes you can judge by appear
Teacher Can you spell prestidigi- ances. Many a woman appears to be
strait-lacebecause she really Is
tator?
Tommie No, mother doeBii't want laced that way.
me to.
To Cure a Cold In One Day
"Why not?"
LAXATIVE BROMO QUI NINE lablrts
"She said she only wanted me to go Take rlsts
money U It tails to cure K. W
lntf
to school for a short spell." Yonkers GROVE'S refund
signature is on each boi. asc
Statesman.
s
of the men who
About
call at your office on business want
What the Doctor Knows some of your money either directly or
indiroctly.
KIDNEYS
MUST EE RIGHT TO
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
INSURE HEALTH
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Rum, a

Break-Up-A-Co-

1,400

id

Li Vw

.lotes

z-r- :.

FIGHT

ND

I

Macaroni
Cut Spaghetti
Spaghetti
Elbows
Egg Noodles
Soup Rings
Cut Macaroni
Alphabetos
Vermicelli

Let t tell jrou how Toucan secura a coiYiplrt
et of Oneida Community Par Plate Silverware
with Skinner's Products.
Inthe meantime savatha
trade-mar- k
from pack
age. Cheaner to buv
Skinner by the case 24
packages. All food grocer
eauaainnei Macaroni Product

vim

Arizona.

Over

Gnelda Community Par Plate Silverware

ten year..

HAND-TO-HA-

57c.

ra

For InfnntB and Children.

CHARGING COLUMN
TWELVE
DEEP MELTS AWAY BEFORE
FIRE OF AUSTRIANS.

Western Newspaper ITnlon New Service.

We will tell you how we send you a complete set of EZT1

'

N.Ket Content; 15 Field Drachm!'

NEWS

rtaVrars..

Guaranteed

FALL IÍ1 HEAPS

MINING AND OIL

le,V.l

V IT

''

RUSSIAN DEAD

WESTERN

Experience has taught Dr. Pierce) that
"Anurlc" is the most powerful agent
in dissolving uric acid, as hot water
melts sugar; besides being absolutely
harmless it Is endowed with other
propei Jes, for it preserves the kidneys in a healthy condition by thoroughly cleansing them. Checks the degeneration ot the
as well
as regulating blood pressure. "Anurlc"
is a regular Insurance and
for all big meat eaters and those who
deposit lime-saltin their joints. Ask
the druggist for "Anurlc" put up by Dr.
Floree, in
packages.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
makes weak women strong, sick
women well. No alcohol.
Bold la
tablets or liquid.
blood-vessel-

life-sav-

s

t

L

R.

STAR

ill1

V. DI7I?CAT
U 1

Mrs. J. A. Clark entertained the
Owing to numerous washout
Friklge Club Tuesday afternoon at throughout Arizona the train and
the 85 mine camp.
mail service into Lordsburpr has
been spasmodic this week. The
Children's Hair Cut at the Turlor
NOTICE
M. train did not arrive
Barber Shop will be STic for children
I
management
have
of the A. & N.
under 14 years of age, beginning Jan- Lordsburg the
Auto Co. over to J. H. Wednesday on account of a washuary 1st.
Fitzpatriok. All acconnta against the out above Duncan and No. 2 on
High cla.s tailoring, cleaning, preps- - firm, and all accounts due the firm, up
the S. P. wa3 annulled Teusday
ing and altering. Ladies anil
s to and and including January 8, 1916
Wednesday, No. 10 carrying
and
made
suits
st home from $18.00 will be settled bv me and are to be paid
to $40.00.
See M. P. Farrer. the to me. I woulu appreciate a prompt the mail.
I

A T

Li)jlYLt

THEATRE

A T

mU3UllIL.

tu-n- ed

Clara Kimball Young

Blacksmith, Wheelwright
Spring and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horseshoing.

I
I

"HEARTS In EXILE"

t

OF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

Gentle-men-

IN

Shubert
Feature of Quality

A Five Act

Plenty of Fun, Thrills

and

M(Ülíorolatns

I

4.

settlement or accounts due me. as 1
A fine line of toilet articles. Per must meet the accounts against the firm
Moved Into New House
fumes, facial creams, soap, etc.- Just to date.
I thank you for your patronage and
received.
Call and look over the big
H. S. French and family moved
gest line ever brought to Lordsburg. a'ík you to continue to patronize the into their new home last week.
New Management.
wrs siuvens.
Signed, B. B. Ownby The house was built by W. II.
FOUND-- An
Elk's cold pin
Small for them. .The building is
Owner can have same by provof the California búngalo style,
A.
Moríiinrjstar
ino; property and paying for
contains large living t room, bed
this advertisement. Western
room, kitchen, bath room and
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Liberal.
wardrobe. It is very neat and
LQKDSBUKO,
well lighted.
LOST One bay mare; has un
svxv Mf xiro.

V.

Entertainment

15c and 25c

PRICES

tailor.

For Our Regular Show
Remember the Price 5c and 10c
I

branded colt. Mare branded
0 A on left thigh ; also é on left
thigh. Clay McGonagill, Am

mas, New Mexico.
"THE APPRECIATED JI
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Edgar and
CANDIES"
Every
son were Lordsburg visitors this
I
AT OUR STORE TO DAT
week.
We sell so many of these
At the Methodist church next
famously good chocolates that
Sunday night the subject will be:
we can always supply any of the
85 Mine Directory
What is a Creed, anyway r
tohnston popular assortment.
SOCIAL DANCE Saturday night
And always Fresh
at the usual hour, time and
jp ccoccccosococecceecooGoi
These are the kind you see
place, but the music will be
8
AUTO DELIVERY
3
advertised in
orchestra.
better a
Saturday
Evenino
Post
the
McSwain
Wm.
has
JOHNSON
W.
Contractor
and are What Sho Want!
about completed the new Fairley
$
85 MINE STORE
residence which is also a hne
THE MINT CLUB
piece
of work and one of which
ÍTown Prices at the 85 minei
owner and builder may feel
both
OIney and McAllister
ijCamp. Free Automobile De-proud.
roprictors
ijlivery anywhere in this vicin--;itState selections are now being
Get Johnson's Prices Be- - made of lands in the Animas
8 Valley (townships 24 and 25
You Buy.
South. Range 20 West) but the
O0QO00SO9OS0eCCOSQ0O9iS0
sale will not take place for some
time.
NEW LOCATION
There is a new section foreman
poocccoooceooccosi
for the Southern Pacific at Lordsburg. G. B. Hefflin
The Lordsburg Dairy I
Meat Market
" bounced ". when a nine pound
Teusday night.
S
j son
II. L. SWINK, Owner
"SANITATION FIRST"
Mother and son are doing nicely.
FRESH MEATS
Now at Sheakspeare Camp
Ollie Phillips of Steeplerock,
Trompt Deliveries made in Lordeburir
x
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
has sold three valuable claims to
(ckvsoocososooscccoooooo
a San Francisco syndicate repreand 85 Mine.
sented by D. A. McDonald. The
sold adjoin the Imperial
ALLEN & LINES, Prop.
Assayers and Miners claims
group owned by George H. Utter.
Captain John Green way, general manager of the Calumet &
Arizona Mining Company was a
LADIES' & GENTS' SUITS
visitor in Lordsburg Sunday,
Cleaned & Pressed
J
being en route to his home at
Bisbee, after a trip to Tyrone.
Í3 very much interested at
He
We have opened an ASSAY
present time in the New
the
OFFICE in Lordsburg,
Cornelia property at Ajo, Arizwhere expert attention
will be given to General
ona and received word while
Assavtng.
SPONGED & PRESSED 40c
here of the completion of the
Charges Reasonable.
first trip over the newly conTROUSERS PRESSED 15c
railroad to 'New Corstructed
Bonney Mining Company.
,
nelia from Gila Bend.
P. G. Sleasrhan of Deming was
a business visitor here Monday.
"The Clothes Doctor"
L. V. Cunwell of Bayard is so
Shop at Lordsburg Hotel
journing in Lordsburg for a week.
Custom Assay Office
Eugene Montague of the Scott
larage made a trip to Hachita
Critchett & Ferguson
Sunday.
"Walt One
aaá Sa7e A Düiar"
M. Q. Hardin was a visitor in the
jxtreme southern part of the coun
SURPRISE GROCERY
REPRESENTATIVE FOR ORE SHIPPERS
ty Friday.
P. O. Box 712 EI Paso, Texas.
STORE COMPANY
Robert L. Jones of Honolulu,
was a Lordsburg visitor the first
Francinco Barcia
of the week.
roprietor
Jesse Dearing, constable at HaFresh Meats, - Vegetables and
chita, has been in the city for sev
Groceries.
PROMPT Deliveries
eral days.
Assayer and Chemist
Phone No. 6 - 2 Rings
C. R. and Dean Earp of Kent
Agent for Ore Shippers
were Lordsburg visitors the early
Douglas Smelters.
the
at
part of the week.
Store North of S. P. Tracks
LI AND HII.VKK HULLIOV
Neil "Slim" Womelduff returned
I'l'KC'H AAED
to Lordsburg Saturday after an ab
305 lOili St..
Iiox32
sence of about ten months.
IOI'(iI.AS, ARIZONA.
J. H. Dunn, former clerk at the
Vendóme hotel, arrived here Sunday afternoon after making a trip
to his former home in Louisiana.
Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona 8
Protect Yourself and Family
Mrs. A. J. Interrieden entertain
With Iiunranea In
afternoon at
ed last Saturday
Practice in Public Lands and
American Nat'l Insurance Co. bridge .following a delightful
luncheon at the Interrieden home.
Of GftlTciton, Tezu
Addrena enquiries to Box 882, Lordaburr
Mrs. Wm. Boyer, wife of Mr.
Boyer of the Lordsburg
Power
Company arrived Monday from
Roswell, and will go to housekeep
Deafness Cannot Bo Cured
puinot reach th
hr lwwl Bit'H "tlMiH.
ing here.
only
oii
dUfuccd
.ortl"ii at tin t'iu. Tbiio
In hy ctHjat ttutiuii'
Vtir t cun UfHfiif, luí) tliut
E. L. Pack and H. L. Walton of
a
ih'H In 4'uuhpiI hy Mi iiitlaim'd
lining of (lie KiiHtiu'lilun
Silver City are here looking after
roiidliiun 'f tin'
liifl.uiml yn Iiuvh
When till tul
Tul.
the road construction work west
runibllnir t"unl r tu.itrffit bfuitng, and wben
THOS. A. LISTER
mix!
In tutIt
il.
lifin.'
of town, together with County. En
unirá tit Intlitiiiinntloii van U taken out atiij
gineer F. L. Cox.
rumlltkm,
to It
llii tiittf
K
FA L KKTATK AND
dt'tirnyrd forever; nine cai out t 8
ill
Allen & Lines, proprietors of the
MININO PKOI'KKTIKH
art rauftt d j 4'atftrrh. which la nothing but fcj
ao lTtfiifiH'd utn1liln t th in tini a
Lordsburg Dairy received three
ti,t Il'indrt-Itollur f.r anj riM
tvtll kIv
!' Lordsbura. New Mexico. S fine registered milch
(raiivi'il tiT cttarrb) tht raiiu(t
f IViifi?
cows last
,
cured t.r llall'a Olartb tur. Send tot
week which they have added to
free.
Y
O.
Toledo.
CO.,
F. J. rill
4
their already fine lot of cows.
Fold by PruKKMi, 7V.
Eleven electric clocks have been
Take llall a i lull 7 l'UU f r cvostluatluii.
installed in Lordsburg this week
by the Western Union Telegraph
(Vaaa uatA.Bak u
Company through their local man
PARLOR BARBER SHOP
ager, Mr. Martindale.. Now we'll
all know when it's time for drinks.
Felix Jones, prop.
Rudolph Schlesinger and wife
Auto Service to 85 Mine
BATHS. LAUNDRY AGENCY
were in Lordsburg Tuesday when
any time, Day or Night
t
they filed on their homestead and
Next door to I'oMofllce
desert land claims in the Animas
All classes of Magazines
LOKUSBURO.
NKWMKX
before U. S. Commissioner Bush.
and Newspapers.
Messrs. Earle Kerr and Clint OIney acted as witnesses.
Agency for Finest Bakery Goods
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Stephenson
left Monday for Yuma, Ariz., where
is mechanic for the
Elmo Barber Shop! Mr. Stephenson
s
Deisel Engine ComREALTY BARGAINS
pany. They will return in about
80 aerea patented land within a
I two weeks.
Miss Bettie StephenRear
St.
Elmo
of
Bar
mile of Lordsburg.
Brick house
son left Saturday night for Los
$3,000.
and improved property.
Angeles where she will rejoin the
II. S. Gillum Prop.
See sample of crop at Western Lib- I
Taylor Film Company, after spenderal office.
ww wwww v www wvi ing a month with her father.
DIAMOND FROM THE SKY
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ASSAY OFFICE

75c

i

Al.M. CROCKER. M.D.

PhralHan atirt Harinon,
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Acid

Made from the celebrated Clifton
Ores. Free from Antimony and Ar

senic.
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Old Timer Here
Tony Mazzonovich, well known
here in the early days as Tony Dal-toarrived in Lordsburg Friday
and spent several days here visiting with old friends. Mr. Mazzan-ovic- h
n,

was located at Shakespeare
in the early 60s and was widely
known in this section. He is now a
member of a grand opera company
ind has been playing in the East

during the winter season but was
enroute to his home in Hollywood,
Cal., where he will spend the balance of the winter with his wife
and children. Mr. Dalton is always a welcome visitor to Lordsburg where he has a large number
of warm friends.

WANTED
To purchase range for
300 or 400 head of cattle. Must
have living water and good grass,
and be a bargain. Address P. O.
Box 1027, El Paso, Texas.
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FAYW00D HOT SPRINGS.
for Bheumatlsm, Stomach Trouble,
Kidney Ailments, lnflatnatlons, Ar- -

erial Hardening. Locomotor Ataxia,
Nervous Breaking etc. Perfect Treatment, Perfect Climate. Health, Pleasure, Large Modern Hotel. Booklet.
T. 0. McDermott.

Urdsburg Lodge No. 30.
A. M.
A. f.
It ret the third 1 bnrd7 nl?ht of
each uiouih. VialUug bmibers

iff
M

f ar

m ;

luritfd.

L. Wells, W. M.
G. P. Jeffus, Stcretary

J.

WCCEKEN OF WORLD
CAMP No. 88

leet every 2nd & 4tb Snturday night at
K.of P. HALL
K. M . Flahcr, C. O.
H. M. Kfynold. Clerk

z. o: o. if1.

LORDS IIURO LODGE No. 60
Meet rverr Mondiiy nlirht at 0 o'clock
viattliiff &vc.iuPrB invited to attend
S. K. Oass, Noble Grand
Wm. Tyra, Secretary

Pyramid Ledge No. 23.
k. or p.

3f

IMPRESS on the young man who is burning the candle .at both ends
is srendiner his bi? talarv as fast ai he makes it the VAT.TTT".
OF A BANK ACCOUNT.
Start bim on the RIGHT ROAD today.'
If he is not hopeless he at once will ee the error of his ways. The open--'
ing of a bank account has put a stop to many a youth's wild desire to be
a HIGH FLIER.

,

FIRST NAT'L BANK OF LORDSBURG

Lordsburg

Convenience

Meeting every Tuei. evening,

iff

Visiting brother! lurlted.
B. D. BurTH, C C.
Malo Mi, K.K. & 8.

J.J.

Are you taking advantage of them ?

Assayer and Chemist
GEORGE W.

CAMERON

.

rt'tii'Mtii-fl-

d

Copper Co.
Arizona
CL1KTON. ARIZONA.

Arthur W. Houck

I

and mountainBill for semi-arious land has passed the House
and will soon be before the
Senate. Every reason is given
that the bill will become a law
within a month's time.

CWnTlETYDUI2

ENKROT.

Gives more satisfactory results in
deduction Works than any Chemicals
:a the market.
A long freight haul saved to the
consumers In both states, Arizona
ano new Mei.
Prices In competition with the
Eastern Markets.

t

tlu--

well

papér-hang-in-

:FLOYD

hm

The contract work wes done
Jack Heather and his staff,
and .reflects credit upon the
builder. The work on both the
inside and outside 'is
executed, and "Jack" deserves
special credit for the quickness
in construction, as the contract
was a rush job, there being no
houses in tow n to get at any price.
g
The painting and
was done by Mr. Marshall,
and is very creditable.
by

610 Acre Homestead Iiill
The Ferris 640 Acre Horn stead

Representative For Shippers to the
EL 1'ASO SMEL'LEH.

SOS

Sao Franrlaeo St. TA Paao, Tie.
BOX 4S9
P.
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Lai Cruce, N. M.. January 12. 1918.
Notice is hereby Riven that Louia Carriere
if Clovefdale, N. M., who. on August 10.
1910, made hommtead entry 04646. for SW'i-1NW(4SW: SE'jNWVi ; NEV4SW14,
iection 33. Township 33S.. 'H. 20 W.. and on
flay 1C. 1914, made additional entry No.
W6B2.
for NV.NWVi:
Section 13
Township 33 S., Range 20 W., N. M. P. Me- idian. has filed notice of intention to make
?lnal five-yeproof, to establish claim to the
and above described, before A. B. Ward. U.
i. Commissioner, at Animas. N. M., on the 26th
lay or rebruary lulli.
Claimant names as witnesses :
James N. Clark, Hurley N. Autrer. Fred R
Miller, Charles B. Miller, ail of Cloverdale,
4. M.

JOHN L. BURNS1DE
lan.

18.

Rea-iate-r

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., January 12, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that Steven W. Duna- 'an of Animas, N. M. who, on February 8,
1913,
made homestead entry No. 08003. for
iV!i,NE'4:
Section 17, Township
:9 S.. Kange 19 W , N. I. P. Meridian, has
lied notice of intention to make Final three- vear proof, to establish claim to the land above
leacribed, before A. B. Ward, U. 8. Com
r,
at Animas, N. M., on the 26th day of
February 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ta W. Callman, Alvin Dunattan, Holmes
Maddox, Steven K. Dunagan, all of Animas,

Why bother with smoky lamps these dark nights ?
The cost of wiring your house and supplying you
with electricity is very, very low. You cannot
afford to be without electricity. Come to the
office and let's talk it over.

EXCELLENT WATER SERVICE
Let us Pipe it to Your Home

Lortslii

Power

Company

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
Nesch's Butter Crust Bread
BEST

ON

Every Loaf Wrapped

EARTH

N. M.

Ian.

18.

JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M.. January 12, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that Frank Weldon
it Lordsburg, N. M who, on July 1. 1912.
made homestead entry No. 07239, for Lot 4 ;
3WVjNWi4 Sec. 4. Lot 1. SEViNE'i. Section
S. Townnhip 23 8.. Range 18 W.. N. M. P. Me
ridian, has Aled notice of Intention to make
proof, to establish claim to
Final three-yea- r
the land above described, before Faria V. Bush,
U. 8. Commissioner, at LordVburg. N. M.. on
the 26th day of February 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses i
I. B. Wood. M. M. Crocker. M. Q. Hardin. L.
R. Jones, all of Lordsburg, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
18.
Jan.
Register

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery

,

Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Head
quarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
We Have tiie

Eusto,

and we Want

Our Guarantee Protects You.

Out-of-To-

YOUR

Business

Orders Solicited

Phone 38

Paul Nesch, Proprietor

J. H. Henson, Manrger

